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Abstract 

 

An Ecstatic Collapse:  
A Re-Thinking of Faig Ahmed’s Carpet Series 

 

 

 Kelsey Savannah Hoffman, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2016 

 

Supervisor:  Stephennie Mulder 

 

This thesis engages with the critical dialogue surrounding Azerbaijani artist Faig 

Ahmed’s series of sculptures titled the Carpet series. Offering up a re-thinking of the 

series, this thesis shapes a nuanced phenomenologically-centered viewing of the Carpet 

series in order to understand how Ahmed is accessing humor, beauty, and a personal 

aesthetic that intentionally plays with or critiques standard binary conceptions of 

contemporary art from the Middle East and historically Islamic countries. 
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       Introduction 

In her introduction to The New Museum's 2012 triennial exhibition catalog, 

director Eungie Joo includes a quote by Brazilian artist Jonathas de Andrade in which he 

discusses the unique position of artists of his generation. Andrade states: "Once we stop 

moving, we are a simple picture. When we move, we produce constant reflections on 

many circumstances. We adapt, we interfere, we provoke."1 Specifically referring to 

artists positioned in a non-Western reality, Andrade describes his generation of artists, 

those born in the 1970’s and ‘80’s, as having a “holographic existence,” one that reflects 

multiple ways of being and multiple realities all at once.2 As an extension of this, these 

artists’ work looks back on the history out of which it arises while simultaneously 

functioning the present: ever reacting and ever changing.  

Similarly holographic, the work of Azerbaijani artist Faig Ahmed provokes this 

state of “constant reflection.” Faig Ahmed is recognized specifically for his Carpet series, 

which he has been developing and showing since 2007. This series plays off of the form 

and aesthetics of the Middle Eastern carpet but transforms these familiar forms into 

melting pools of wool; stretching and manipulating the carpets beyond their borders. 

With their rich, swirling colors, abstracted patterns and disintegrating forms, Ahmed's 

Carpets drip off gallery walls and encourage the viewer to question the very physical 

materiality of the work.   

                                                
1 Eungie Joo and Ryan Inouye, eds., The Ungovernables (New York, NY: Skira Rizzoli Publications, Inc., 
2012),15.  
2 Joo and Inouye, eds., 15. 
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In developing his Carpets, Ahmed devotes himself to the study of color, 

geometry, and movement. Each sculpture that he creates starts with the initial inspiration 

of an Azerbaijani carpet pattern. Repetitive and symmetrical, these patterns include a 

central floriated star or several cartouches, their jagged geometries fitting into each other 

to form a puzzle of interlocking irregular shapes. As seen across his oeuvre each 

sculpture is subject to a different intervention by Ahmed. Either manipulating the pattern, 

the color, or expanding the sculpture dimensionally, each piece receives a unique touch 

that signals the deft slight of the artist’s hand.  

In Ledge (Figure 1) the overall pattern remains regular save for a singular 

exception: a bulging swell in the design that pulls and spreads the woven design. Reading 

from the exterior of the sculpture inward, Ledge shows consistent bands of concentric 

stripes, creating a border that mimics the overall rectangular shape of the sculpture and 

drawing our focus to the center of the piece. In repeating reds, blues, and yellows, Ahmed 

maintains this coloring through the central white panel to the central geometric star and 

floral design. It is here that Ahmed shifts, appearing to place a magnifying glass over the 

bottom left of the sculpture, making the pattern appear to stretch, to bulge outward. This 

organic disruption of the pattern bends the sculpture to this focal point seamlessly 

integrating the uniform predictability of pattern with the absurd. This manipulation of 

pattern shows up in several different sculptures in the series while appearing different 

every time: enlarging the pattern, shrinking it, or bending it.  

The other formal element that Ahmed explores in his sculptures is color. While 

sticking closely to a set color scheme of muted reds, greens, blues, and other earth-toned 
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hues throughout his Carpets, he develops several pieces in which color intervenes in 

stunning ways. In his piece Invert (Figure 2), Ahmed again retains the square border and 

central star pattern of Ledge, while interweaving stylized floral motifs throughout. 

Although the bottom half of the sculpture holds on to the earth-toned color scheme, 

Ahmed pushes Invert into a florescent array of neon pinks, oranges, and blues half way 

up the sculpture. It is as if two similar but shockingly different rugs were torn and 

stitched together haphazardly; their contrast bold and defiantly oppositional. Several of 

Ahmed’s other sculptures develop a similar color play, inviting swaths of bright yellow 

or blue to literally disrupt visual expectations of Ahmed’s chosen color palette. Ahmed’s 

exploration of color in his sculptures such as Invert creates a startling contrast within the 

patterning of the sculptures, calling to mind the spur of the moment artistic expression 

that is the hallmark of abstract expressionist painting. These interventions show Ahmed’s 

hand in the process of creating these sculptures, shifting their aesthetics from that of the 

predictable to the unexpected.  

Outside of his exploration of color, perhaps Ahmed’s most visually compelling 

development in his Carpet series is his exploration of dimensional movement. While 

tightly knotted wool presents some restrictions in how freely the sculptures are able to 

move in three-dimensional space, Ahmed is able to create unique movement in a large 

number of his sculptures. Some of these, such as his Geometry Pattern 2 (Figure 3), build 

a dimensional geometric shape into and around the carpet format, making it appear as if 

these shapes are floating or attaching themselves to the carpet underneath. In Geometry 

Pattern 2 the bright red protruding geometry grows out of the cartouche design, 
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appearing to bend and hinge outward even though it is rendered on the same plane as the 

rest of the sculpture. Several of Ahmed’s other sculptures in Carpet series address 

movement and dimension in a different, more literal way in which the sculptures appear 

to be slinking across the wall or sliding apart. In sculptures such as his Changes (Figure 

4) Ahmed retains the overall geometric patterning and muted coloring and instead 

stretches the dimensions of the sculpture outside of the rectangular shape seen in many of 

his Carpets. This choice makes it appear as if the sculpture is made out of latex or 

another stretchy material; as if Ahmed had gripped the ends of the piece and pulled it 

outward from the center. Hung horizontally as opposed to vertically Changes plays with 

the pull of gravity as it remains suspended, unaffected by the forces that should propel it 

down the wall.  

While creating highly distinctive, visually groundbreaking work, Ahmed’s Carpet 

series is nonetheless situated by critics within a binary rhetoric of Middle Eastern art and 

art coming from a historical Islamic context. Shown in both local and international 

exhibitions, including in international Biennales, Ahmed’s series have been subsequently 

popularized through social media and have been described by critics as expressing a new 

“Middle Eastern” aesthetic; somehow embodying an entire swath of contemporary art 

movements and styles that are unique and distinct from one another. Ahmed's work is 

tasked with being actively contemporary in that it breaks away from the traditional but 

remains distinctly "Middle Eastern," even though his home country exists in Central 

Asia. 
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This thesis develops an understanding of the dialogue surrounding Ahmed’s work 

and the subsequent Eastern versus Western/contemporary versus traditional dynamic in 

which critics place the work. By a close consideration of Ahmed’s use of abstraction, this 

project shapes a nuanced phenomenologically-centered viewing of the Carpet series to 

understand how Ahmed is accessing humor, beauty, and a personal aesthetic that 

intentionally plays with or critiques standard binary conceptions of contemporary art 

from the Middle East. In accessing their innate abstract aesthetic qualities, works such as 

Ahmed's Carpet series allow for an expansion of the meaning of these forms, bringing 

them into new conversations in the contemporary art world. In a discussion with the artist 

on his Carpets, Ahmed states: “[My work] is directly influenced [by] the subconscious. 

There are no meanings.” In this void, new forms unfold: the collapse is the regeneration. 

The first chapter addresses the form, medium, and the abstract qualities of 

Ahmed’s Carpet series. Considering the use of textiles within the work, the chapter 

explores how contemporary abstraction is seen in relation to marginality and conceptions 

of “Western” and “Middle Eastern” abstraction i.e. how Middle Eastern and Islamic 

abstraction is seen as existing as “primitive” or less developed rather than as the pinnacle 

of modernity and contemporaneity, as abstraction is conceptualized in Western art 

histories. Bringing in works from other contemporary artists from the Middle East and 

elsewhere, this chapter explores a moment of re-using and repurposing “Islamic” symbols 

in contemporary art.  

The second chapter looks at critical reviews of Faig Ahmed’s Carpet series. 

Focusing on critics writing from a Western context, this chapter critically dissects the 
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discourse surrounding Ahmed’s Carpet series in order to understand what type of 

meaning is being produced around the works and how they are situated within the larger 

discourse of contemporary art. The third chapter focuses on how the carpet functions as a 

weighted symbol within Ahmed’s work. With particular consideration of how the carpet 

functions from a Western perspective as well as within a museum context, the chapter 

explores what the carpet as visual symbol offers up and what it denies in the realm of 

meaning. I will consider how the “Oriental” carpet has been traditionally contextualized 

within a Western context (primarily in the museum and in Orientalist paintings) versus 

how carpets are used within the Middle Eastern and Central Asian context. This section 

asks how the carpet can act as a lens for developing alternative readings of contemporary 

Islamic art or Middle Eastern art, and investigates how these symbols actively question 

the loaded position of ascribing a purely historical meaning to the carpet form in the 

series.  

The final chapter of this thesis develops a reading of the series from the viewpoint 

of Ahmed’s personal aesthetic choices as well as the work’s own phenomenology. 

Instead of looking for meaning outside of the work, this chapter creates an interior 

reading of the series that allows for qualities such as humor, beauty, and physicality to be 

at the forefront of discussion.  
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Figure 1: Faig Ahmed, Ledge, 2011, wool thread, 100 x 150 cm., private 
collection. 
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Figure 2: Faig Ahmed, Invert, 2014, wool thread, 150 x 200 cm., private 
collection. 
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Figure 3: Faig Ahmed, Geometry Pattern 2, wool thread, 150 x 100 cm., private 
collection. 
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Figure 4: Faig Ahmed, Changes, 2011, wool thread, 100 x 190 cm., private 
collection. 
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Chapter 1: Abstraction: Signs and Symbols 

In 2007 artist Faig Ahmed began producing a series of soft wool sculptures that 

he would later title the Carpet series. The first sculpture in the series titled Flood of 

Yellow Weight (Figure 5) is what looks like a Middle Eastern carpet being subsumed by 

an encroaching pool of pure yellow, running down from the top of the sculpture almost to 

the bottom.3 Flood is hung vertically on the gallery wall that creates a legible distinction 

between the top half of the work and the bottom half. The bottom half is comprised of a 

regularly measured repetitive pattern of interlacing geometric shapes and abstracted 

flowers woven out of black, red, and white yarn. This is patterning is disrupted entirely 

by the aforementioned yellow “flood” which jaggedly breaks up the design. Even though 

the sculpture is one unified weaving, Ahmed draws a point of demarcation between the 

sections of the sculpture by creating a discrete boundary at which the two sections meet 

but do not visually meld. 

Made entirely from wool thread, Flood is no bigger then a medium sized painting 

measuring only 100 cm x 150 cm, but its influence on Ahmed’s artistic style and 

international presence is pronounced. At the time he created Flood, Ahmed was no 

stranger to the medium of textile, having worked with raw wool in several of his large-

scale installations.4 However, this initial foray into weaving with Flood marks a turning 

                                                
3 Ahmed has titled this particular sculpture in several different ways. For the purpose of this analysis, I am 
using the most commonly seen title Flood of Yellow Weight, which Ahmed uses in his primary artist 
catalog. Discrepancies include Flood of Yellow Weigh and Flood of Yellow Light, titles that he has 
employed in several interviews and talks concerning this sculpture.	
 
4 Faig Ahmed and Olga Seleznyova, “Faig Ahmed: Artworks Catalogue,” Artist Website, Faig Ahmed, 
(n.d.), http://www.faigahmed.com/. 
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point in Ahmed’s artistic career in which he devoted himself to the thorough exploration 

of both a single medium and the carpet theme. Ahmed has increasingly pushed the 

boundaries of his soft sculptures to new heights by taking the sculptures from the wall to 

the floor and creating complicated illusions of depth in only a single layer of wool knots, 

creating almost twenty large-scale sculptures over the following decade.  

Sometimes retaining geometric design and sometimes favoring more irregular 

patterning, Ahmed’s Carpets all have a quality of wonder and humor to them in which 

these stationary objects seem to melt and pool; sliding and freezing into impossible 

shapes. Through the course of his experiments within the Carpet series Ahmed playfully 

bumps up against abstraction, teasing it out of more rigid geometries that are the starting 

point for his experiments. As seen in Oiling (Figure 6) and Liquid (Figure 7), Ahmed’s 

abstraction is plush and florid: vividly alive and swimming with color. Dripping, 

swirling, and melting into bright swaths of beautiful primary hues, Ahmed’s expression 

of abstraction in Carpets bring to mind the loose paintings of the Abstract Expressionists 

in their resemblance to dripping paint or the colorful sheen seen on the surface of an oil 

slick. While choosing to retain some abstract geometry in several of his sculptures, in 

others such as in his piece titled Conversation (Figure  8) this rhythm is interrupted 

entirely so the whole body of the work appears as if it has become a pool of pure color 

leaving only a small border of "untouched" wool fringe around the edge, reminding the 

viewer of the solidity of the work in front of them. It is abstraction for the purpose of 

aesthetics: beauty through a visual language of playfulness in medium.  
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On his use of abstraction and abstract patterning, Ahmed states: “[One] thing that 

interests me is pattern. Patterns and ornaments can be found in all cultures, sometimes 

similar, sometimes very different. I consider them words and phrases that can be read and 

translated to a language we understand.”5 Ahmed shows a consciousness toward rhythm 

and balance in his sculptures, purposefully investing in a full exploration of the different 

forms these visual aspects can take. Ahmed highlights how he sees his work functioning 

as a visual point of transmittance between himself and the viewer.  

However, it is important to note that critics of Ahmed’s work never mention 

abstraction or even pattern in their reviews, outside of the fact that Ahmed is 

“destroying” the previously regimented patterns. Ahmed’s sculptures are either carpets, 

or they are destroyed. They are never abstracted, abstracting, or simply abstract works of 

art. But by only looking at the sculptures abstraction is not merely hinted at by the Carpet 

series, but loudly proclaimed. Further, it is not just Ahmed’s interventions within the 

patterns of the Carpets that are abstract: the sculptures in Ahmed’s Carpet series are 

entirely abstract. The geometries, patterns, and decorative schemas seen in Azerbaijani 

carpet weaving are innately abstract in their own right. This means that Ahmed’s process 

is not “abstracting” but rather a process of balancing multiple types of abstraction against 

each other to draw out how they differ. I argue that Ahmed’s use of abstraction in the 

Carpet series serves to highlight how abstraction is both a point of understanding in both 

historic Azerbaijani art as well as in contemporary art. Through Ahmed’s manipulations 

                                                
5 Faig Ahmed, “Faig Ahmed,” Gallery Website, Yarat Gallery Online, (November 22, 2014), 
http://www.yarat.az/en/discover/artists/faig-ahmed/biography. 
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the artist can show the exact moment of deviation within the sculptures from Azerbaijani 

abstraction to Ahmed’s personal abstraction, calling attention to how these languages of 

abstraction mirror, compliment, and contradict each other.  

To understand this language created by Ahmed, first, the term “abstract” needs to 

be unpacked. In using the term “abstract” I am referring to a work of art or a part of an 

artwork that an artist manipulates so that the visual aspects of a work subjectively 

represent a figure, form, or idea. The term “abstract” and “abstraction” is, in Western art 

historical discourse, by its very nature set up in opposition to what it is not abstract: i.e. 

the work is abstract therefore it is not objectively representational. By using Western art 

historical terms, it is impossible to describe a work of art as “abstract” without inherently 

acknowledging its opposition: representation. In the Western art historical discourse 

paintings and sculptures are frequently set up in a constant binary between abstract/non-

abstract, figurative/non-figurative, and representational/non-representational. 

Traditionally, in every one of these binaries abstraction is presented as a lesser 

quality: a derivation of naturalism. It is the negation of a trait rather then an affirmation. 

In Western art history until the twentieth century, abstraction is the result of an artistic 

process rather than the start of a practice. Abstraction, through the artist as the conduit, is 

the acting agent on something be it a figure or thought or an expression rather than the 

"natural" state of things. This idea underwent a major shift in the West in the 20th century, 

in which abstraction, in which the Western art world is relegated as the expression of a 

contemporary artistic sensibility that is high-minded and conceptual.  
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Rather then shaping a full history of abstraction, I am bringing in two separate 

examples of how abstraction is conceptualized in Western art history in relation to non-

Western art in order to understand the role of abstraction in Ahmed’s art. Although they 

were written almost a century apart, these case studies show just how limited and 

unchanged the discourse is surrounding abstraction in art from the Middle East. In his 

essay titled “Abstraction and Empathy,” modernist art historian Wilhelm Worringer 

develops an elaborate theory on the intersection of naturalistic art, abstraction, and 

emotional empathy. Written in the early 20th century at the beginning of Western abstract 

expressionism, Worringer advocates for abstract art’s place in art history. Nonetheless, he 

views abstraction as standing as a counterpoint to empathy, equating empathy with 

naturalistic “high” art and abstraction with a “low” art and a separation from the natural 

world.6  

These theories presented by Worringer are very much tied up with early 20th 

century racism and discrimination against non-Western art and artists from a non-Anglo-

American background, for Worringer describes abstraction as being a hallmark of non-

Western art.7 Although he does not explicitly state that the work from these backgrounds 

is “lesser,” it is clear that Worringer situates these abstract traditions as not being as 

“evolved” as art coming from a Western tradition, giving over to a “separate but equal” 

mentality.8 Indeed, Worringer is quick to assert that abstract art stemming from a 

Western background holds a valuable perspective as a part of the Western art historical 
                                                
6 Wilhelm Worringer, “Abstraction and Empathy,” in Abstraction and Empathy: A Contribution to the 
Psychology of Style, trans. Michael Bullock (London, England: Routledge and Kegan Paul LTD, 1963). 14. 
7  Worringer, 14. 
8 Ibid., 15. 
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canon, placing it as having significant artistic merit as an expression of modern "self-

alienation" and artistic will.9  

Worringer’s text provides useful background into the early discourse surrounding 

abstract art and the complex racial and social dialogues that are entrenched in this type of 

theoretical discourse on abstraction. Much of this discourse is still present in the coded 

way that abstraction is discussed as we move into the height of abstract expressionism 

and later, into the twenty-first century. Through the lens of Western art history 

abstraction is, as indicated by Worringer, situated as being a modernist concept with its 

legs rooted firmly in the 20th century. However, what is underneath the surface is that 

artistically admirable forms of abstraction are intrinsically Western and innately white. 

As mentioned, Ahmed’s Carpets are viewed and situated within a globalized 

contemporary art context. This raises the question of why there appears to be an absence 

of discussion around these sculptures and other abstract contemporary art from the 

Middle East that situates them within the history of abstraction in Western art history. 

Keeping in mind this framework as set up by Worringer, this then raises the question as 

to why is there a side stepping around abstraction in Ahmed’s Carpet series, which is 

entirely contemporary abstract sculptures and should naturally fall under the umbrella of 

abstract art. In “The Quick Meaning: Ornament and Non-Western Art” author Samuel 

Herzog develops a reading of abstract ornament in non-Western art explicitly calling for 

attention to the double standard that Western viewers and critics have when viewing non-

Western abstract art. Namely, blindly associating the abstract forms in non-Western art 

                                                
9 Ibid., 23. 
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with the “traditional” (such as abstract cloth patterning or abstracted carvings being 

associated with a “primitive” Asian artistic practice) connection that might not exist.10 

According to Herzog, there is “mistrust towards non-Western art that cannot be traced 

back to local tradition.” This mistrust is precisely one of the visual ramifications of 

abstraction in that while it can come from an artistic tradition it doesn’t necessarily have 

to, a facet underscored by abstraction’s very nature as being non-representative or non-

figurative.11 In this, abstraction is the iconoclasm of one-to-one semiotic meaning, as 

abstraction naturally opens up to a multiplicity of interpretations and allows for a 

development of non-linear associations.   

Herzog sees Western denial of abstraction and even non-Western 

contemporaneity in art without apparent tradition as being indicative of Western art 

history's inability to move away from, as Herzog puts it, the modernist "break": "That it 's 

hard to accept a non-Western art without such references to the tradition from which it 

stems may be based on the crucial significance that our Western history of art gives to the 

modernist ‘break…' We see this so important modernist ‘break' as an absolute 

requirement for the possibility of producing contemporary art."12 Herzog asserts that the 

maintenance of the myth of the modernist “break” is essential for placing the West at the 

forefront of artistic innovation, specifically abstraction. To maintain this Western art 

                                                
10 Samuel Herzog, “The Quick Meaning: Ornament and Non-Western Art,” in Ornament and Abstraction: 
The Dialogue between Non-Western, Modern and Contemporary Art (Germany: Dumont, 2001). 53. 
11 Herzog, 53. 
12 Ibid. 
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history must relegate abstract art from a non-Western background as ornament, which 

safely distances it from the academic conceptualism of Western abstraction. 	
 

One idea which Herzog offers up is that abstraction in Western art is so inherently 

tied up with theory that the Western critic or Western art historian cannot move away 

from these associations. Abstraction in modern Western art must be entrenched in theory; 

it cannot simply "be." Therefore, when the Western critic is confronted with abstract art 

from outside of the Western art tradition, there is a confusion around how to view these 

works: "Since we in the West tend to see our current art production, our concepts and 

strategies as consequences of Modernism…" writes Herzog, "and thus construct a more 

or less consistent, more or less concise history, we are disturbed by a kind of art that 

often produces very similar results against the background of quite different traditions."13 

Because we cannot rationalize the abstract art as abstract, we relegate the art to the 

"safety" of ornament; ornament being extraneous and non-functional instead of being art 

in its own right. Likewise, we cannot see ornament within the theoretical framework of 

abstraction as the West conceives it leading to a double bind in which non-Western 

abstraction simply cannot exist and if it does it is “merely” ornament.  

While Herzog's essay relies mostly on theoretical conjectures in regard to the 

conceptualization of abstract art from a non-Western background, Herzog’s essay 

provides a contemporary foil to Worringer's take on abstraction about non-Western art. It 

seems as though the Western critic and viewer do not know what to “do” when presented 

                                                
13 Ibid. 
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with abstraction in contemporary art of the Middle East. Even though abstraction has 

always been a fundamental cornerstone of Islamic art and Middle Eastern art, 

transcending all media, Western art historians and critics alike seem not to be able to 

translate this abstraction into contemporary art practices. Moreover, this historical Islamic 

abstraction is likewise tied up in a complex network of justification. Specifically, rooting 

the abstraction singularly in religious meaning that limits how abstraction speaks through 

its aesthetics.   

In her book titled Beauty in Islam: Aesthetics in Islamic Art and Architecture, art 

historian and theorist Valerie Gonzalez interrogates the aesthetics of geometric, abstract 

ornamental forms in Islamic art.14 Using the text of the Alhambra as a lens, Gonzalez 

considers the visual aesthetics of the ornamentation of the building in order to open up 

multiple planes of interpretation for abstract Islamic art: “In this double genre of 

abstraction and evocation, the art of the Alhambra can be compared with the 

contemporary abstract paintings of Mark Rothko. Like the Comares dome, these works 

constitute double entities as visual metaphors which all rely on non-representational 

forms.”15 Drawing from art historian Oleg Grabar’s theory of intermediaries which 

proposes that beauty in ornamentation and abstraction serves the function of creating a 

bridge between the physical appearance of the work of art and its meaning through 

                                                
14 Valerie Gonzalez, “Abstraction, Kinetics and Metaphor: The ‘Geometries’ of the Alhambra,” in Beauty 
in Islam: Aesthetics in Islamic Art and Architecture (New York, NY: L.B. Tauris, 2001). 70. 
15 Gonzalez, 78. 
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emotional evocation.16 With this in mind, instead of speaking solely to an inherent 

“Islamicness,” Gonzalez theorizes that geometry and abstraction in Islamic art act as an 

intermediary for an aesthetic experience. This experience does not supersede cultural 

significance or historical valence, but instead functions as an equally important part of the 

work that allows for a richer interpretation.17  

Gonzalez's reading helps to unlock historical Islamic art forms and gives them the 

space to be considered using aesthetic terminology to give them contemporary life. 

Applying Gonzalez's methodology to Ahmed's Carpet series, the “inherent Islamicness” 

of these sculptures (i.e. the Azerbaijani patterning which Ahmed includes) becomes not a 

moment of singular interpretation but a moment of multiplicity. As Gonzalez points out 

what the viewer is reading in the Alhambra as Islamic qualities in the abstraction, 

actually function more as aesthetic experiments in form.18 Similarly, within Ahmed’s 

Carpet series the forms, specifically, the Azerbaijani patterns, which are being ascribed 

to a rigid binary of contemporary versus Middle Eastern are in fact abstract forms in of 

themselves which can be read as intermediaries for an aesthetic visual experience much 

like the forms of The Alhambra. While this seems very obviously apparent by a simple 

close looking at the sculptures, critics more readily link these forms to the “safety” of 

tradition as described by Herzog, which means placing them in a box labeled “Middle 

Eastern.” Instead, because of their abstraction these forms open up to an infinite “and”: 

                                                
16 Oleg Grabar, “A Theory of Intermediaries in Art,” in The Mediation of Ornament (Princeton University 
Press, 1989). 
17 Gonzalez., 93. 
18 Ibid. 
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they are Middle Eastern, and they are abstract, and they are contemporary and so on and 

so forth. 	
 

Several of Ahmed’s Carpets in the series call the viewer’s attention directly to the 

moment of change and difference in his abstraction. Sculptures such as Tradition in Pixel 

(Figure 9), Oiling, and Liquid have distinct dividing lines in the very center of the 

sculpture that draw difference between the Azerbaijani abstract patterning and Ahmed’s 

own abstractions. As seen in these sculptures, what is visually recognized as being  

“Oriental” or “Islamic” in the carpet is no more or less abstract then the melting or 

pixilated bottom halves of these works. True, while geometric designs have a regulated, 

systematic visual appearance, geometry remains inherently abstract. While Ahmed is 

manipulating the geometric forms and pushing their boundaries into new directions, the 

form language in both halves of these sculptures carries the same aesthetic weight in that 

they are abstract. Thinking about these sculptures as entirely abstract works it then 

becomes impossible to say which side of the work Ahmed is building off of: is Ahmed 

building from the top down, or is he working from the floor up? Viewing the work in this 

way, each part of the piece is weighted as visually significant in abstraction, meaning it 

transcends the binary of traditional vs. contemporary that is artificially placed onto the 

work by critics and viewers.  

Digging deeper, the aesthetics of each side of Ahmed’s abstraction differ in that 

sculptures such as Liquid and Oiling have one half of the work displaying a more 

geometric abstraction with a regularly spaced, discreet geometries, while the other half 

presents a more "painterly" abstraction in which the forms dissolve and melt into 
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irregular striations. In Tradition in Pixel, Ahmed keeps the spacing of the geometric 

abstraction but breaks it up into even smaller "pixels" which distil the elements into 

separate blocks of color. The abstraction of Ahmed's sculptures allows for the viewer to 

have a physical, visual experience in which the shapes and forms of Ahmed's abstraction 

create a relationship between figure and ground that he then manipulates to show change. 

The squares and rectangles turn to wavy lines, or the jagged edges of a star-shape get 

chopped up into smaller, blurry squares. In still other sculptures such as Gara (Figure 

10), Ahmed exercises broad swaths of single tone abstraction, which pushes contrast 

between the intervening abstraction and the abstraction of the “carpet” pattern to the 

extreme.  

Considering Ahmed’s Carpets through the lens of abstraction, his sculptures draw 

visual similarities to sculptures by artists such as Lynda Benglis’s latex sculptures, 

particularly her Contraband (Figure 11) series and Phantom (Figure 12) as well as Robert 

Morris’s Felt Works (Figure 13). It is nearly impossible for Ahmed to have not been 

exposed to such works with both his art school background and the global reception of 

his Carpets. Considering the language Ahmed uses to discuss his own process of creating 

the sculptures, he is clearly mirroring similar sentiments made by Abstract Expressionist 

artists as well as artists working in minimalism in the mid-20th century in which process 

and experimentation takes precedence over final outcome. Looking at Ahmed’s Liquid, 

there are very apparent visual similarities to Benglis’s 1968 series Contraband. Although 

the media differ significantly, with Benglis working in latex and Ahmed in wool, both 
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artists can create a liquid-frozen-in-motion appearance in each of their work with 

striations of color similarly waving and melting into one another. 

Likewise, both Ahmed and Benglis's sculptures are process-oriented experiments 

in that Ahmed evolves his abstraction through the process of weaving and Benglis by the 

application of tossing latex onto the floor. In both of their work, there exists a mixture of 

the randomized and the calculated, as both artists actively chose specific colors to work 

with, and then allow for loose experimentation to create an outcome. In this visual 

relationship between Benglis's sculptures and Ahmed's, it's important to note scholars and 

critics primarily consider Benglis's sculptures first and foremost through how Benglis 

creates them rather than through a secondary iconographic reading.19 That is to say, while 

Benglis’s sculptures do come from a particular artistic background and speak from a 

specific, first-wave feminist vantage point, because their unique material and their 

unusual abstract appearance critics discussing these particular sculptures mentioned 

earlier define them primarily through their “exuberant” visual sensibility and their 

relation to other modern works of art.20 This type of description is significantly different 

from how Ahmed's work is approached, even though it is as easy to make formal and 

phenomenological connections to his Carpet series, as it is to make to Benglis’s 

sculptures.  

While the connection to Benglis’s Contraband is made primarily through color 

and experimental abstract manipulation, Ahmed’s sculptures also appear visually similar 
                                                
19 Roberta Smith, “Artful Commentary, Oozing From the Walls,” New York Times, February 17, 2011, 
C25.  
20 Smith, C25. 
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to Robert Morris’s Felt Works. These minimalist abstract sculptures grew out of the 

artist's experimentation with a single medium, resulting in not only a series of sculptures 

but a theory on abstraction as well. Using pre-made industrial felt, Morris develops a 

series of gray, monolithic sculptures that are Morris's minimalistic answer to "soft 

sculpture". Like Ahmed's Carpets, the majority of Morris's sculptures in the series hang 

from the gallery wall, pulled down by the weight of their own physicality. Some are 

constructed with carefully place folds and slits to allow for the material to drape a certain 

way as it hangs while others buckle under their own weight. Outside of this, little 

manipulation is done on the part of the artist, allowing for the medium to speak through 

its physicality and relation to the surrounding space. Through the course of his "playing" 

with the felt, Morris, much like Ahmed, can open up particular possibilities in the 

medium; be it fold, stretch, tension, and slackness. Most readily comparable to Ahmed's 

Outflow and Impossible Viscosity, Morris’s Felt Works directly address sculptural 

abstraction in their open forms. True, while Ahmed’s sculptures do retain semblance to 

carpets, Ahmed plays with sculptural abstraction much the same as Morris through the 

course of pulling apart and pushing the forms outward. 

In an essay on the Felt Works, art historian Pepe Karmel gives a developed 

reading of Morris’s arrival at felt as a medium that both carries a particular form and can 

be manipulated by the artist, from the start of Morris’s initial investigations into soft 

materials to his more developed experiments. Focusing on Morris’s theory of “anti-form” 

in relation to the Felt Works, Karmel describes Morris’s investment in experimentation 

with felt, divorced from any pre-determination in order to draw out the medium’s organic 
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possibilities; “As he experiments, the work begins to assume its human, organic 

character…” writes Karmel, “If the forms of Morris’s felt works are not pre-determined, 

neither are their meanings. They cannot be understood only as illustrations of theoretical 

notions of “anti-form.” Rather, each series of works explores a particular formal problem. 

Out of the constraints of form and material come the possibilities of human meaning.”21 

From this quote, it is impossible not to make the connection between Morris’s intentions 

for the Felt Works series and Ahmed’s objective with the Carpet series. Both artists are 

intentionally working within the confines of a particular medium to explore the 

boundaries of the material thoroughly, and both artists are interested in the transformation 

of textile through physical manipulation. 	
 

Because of these visual and material similarities to abstract works by Benglis and 

Morris, it then begs the question as to why are Ahmed’s sculptures not included by critics 

in conversation with artists working with abstraction and abstract forms in their work? As 

mentioned by Herzog, it is possible that because these abstract sculptures are coming 

from a non-Western artist that the interpretive “whys” are superseding the ability to think 

of the works as abstract. In the journal forum “Blinded by the White: Art and History and 

the Limits of Whiteness” several prominent artists, art historians, and theorists explore 

the idea of whiteness in modern and contemporary art. Recognizing whiteness as the 

default filter through which art and the discourse surrounding art is viewed, these essays 

                                                
21 Pepe Karmel, “‘The Body Is in the World’: A Pre-History of The Felt Works,” in Robert Morris: The 
Felt Works (New York, NY: Grey Art Gallery and Study Center, New York University, 1989). 13 
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reflect the state of this reality and call for a de-stabilization of this binary in the art world 

in which it is whiteness vs. other.  

One idea that stands out in regards to the “minority” artist and contemporary art 

comes from John P. Bowles’ essay, in which he discusses the role of abstraction in the 

process of dismantling the canon of whiteness as center. As an response to the overt 

addressing of racism in the work of Kara Walker, Bowles asserts: “Some artists have 

therefore sought an alternative,” he writes, “In pursuit of a universal expression of 

humanism, they critically engage the racialized politics of modernist representation 

through abstraction, consciously challenging the presumed whiteness of the tradition.”22 

That is, in Western art history, the idea that abstraction as a conceptually rich art is 

thought of as having roots solely in “white” art history. By engaging in abstraction in 

their art, non-Western contemporary artists challenge the idea that conceptualism is 

unique to white art traditions.  

This idea of artists addressing personal representation through abstraction is a 

pertinent one, and while Bowles offers one example of artist Kira Lynn Harris, he does 

not go into detail about how contemporary artists are specifically challenging the 

ingrained presumptions surrounding abstraction. Bowles idea also echoes the sentiment 

offered by Herzog of abstraction as being read as inherently part of the Western canon of 

art history, but he also frames abstraction as being able to speak to a “universal” artistic 

expression not tied to the particular, which does not account for specific localities of 

abstraction that are just as valid as the universal. 
                                                
22 John Bowles et al., “Blinded by the White: Art and History and the Limits of Whiteness,” Art Journal 
60, no. 4 (Winter 2001): 38–67. 
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Again, in this double bind of globalism, what is to be said about the local, the 

particular? If artists such as Ahmed are consciously drawing inspiration from their 

localities, how can we understand abstraction as being both expressive of the particular 

and the universal at the same time? In her book titled Imagined Museums: Art and 

Modernity in Postcolonial Morocco, author Katarzyna Pieprzak theorizes on how 

community discourse on contemporary art has compensated for the lack of physical 

museum spaces within Morocco, and in turn how these “discursive” museums have 

succeeded in creating a contemporary art scene that is subversive and critical of dominant 

cultural discourse.23 Pieprzak discusses how contemporary Middle Eastern art exists in a 

complicated space between Islamic art history and modernity, which are viewed as being 

mutually exclusive. She also outlines how certain Moroccan art forms and artists are 

conceptualized as “traditional” and “naïve,” problematic terms that must undergo the 

process of rethinking. Similarly, she discusses how Moroccan theorists imagine 

abstraction in Moroccan art as being a natural part of Moroccan art history, homegrown 

and not borrowed from the West.24  

This idea also extends to the creation and regeneration of signs and symbols, 

which Pieprzak discusses in relation to the work of critic Abdelkebir Khatibi:  “For 

Khatibi,” writes Pieprzak, “cultural specificity in Melehi stems from the appropriation of 

an entire tradition of abstraction into a world of semiotics in which modern or 

contemporary signs disturb and revive ancestral memory…In abstracting certain images 
                                                
23 Katarzyna Pieprzak, “Imaginary Museums and Their Real Phantoms: Exorcising Monumental 
Discourse,” in Imagined Museums: Art and Modernity in Postcolonial Morocco (Minneapolis: University 
of Minnesota Press, 2010), 91–126. 
24 Pieprzak, 112. 
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from ancestral memory, he turns them into signs that circulate and gain value and 

meaning through a new international memory.”25  

In this, the one-to-one semiotic meanings behind local Moroccan abstractions are 

both "disturbed and revived" through contemporary art practices, which then gain a new 

layer of meaning by taking part in the international art scene. Pieprzak's theory on 

discursive museums in Morocco is very helpful for shaping a postmodern, postcolonial 

discussion about abstract art from the Middle East that situates the agency for the creation 

and meaning making of abstraction within a particular art scene rather than in the West, 

or as globalized phenomena. To extend this to Ahmed’s Carpets, the abstraction in his 

work is a part of a local, Azerbaijani abstraction that dialogues both with the country’s 

historical use of artistic abstraction as seen in carpet patterning as well as with abstraction 

in the global, contemporary art scene.  

As part of the contemporary art world, Ahmed’s Carpet series can be seen as part 

of a larger trend by artists from the Middle East and historically Muslim countries who 

are engaging with abstraction that stem from a historical Islamicate aesthetic. Much like 

Ahmed’s Carpet series, these works are entirely contemporary, abstract works of art that 

draw from these formal languages to explore different relationships and open up different 

connections between form and meaning. Artist Timo Nasseri's work, such as his 

Epistrophy (Figure 14) series utilizes traditionally Islamic muqarnas forms and aineh-kari 

forms and techniques to explore ideas of space, geometry, and personal identity. Built 

into the wall, this Epistrophy series takes architectural muqarnas forms off of the ceilings 

                                                
25 Ibid., 112. 
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where they are normally found, manipulating them into new shapes that are visually 

captivating in their own right and highly dynamic. With their mirrored surfaces, the 

works in Nasseri’s Epistrophy series appear to fold in on themselves, building into 

infinity and collapsing physical space.  

In an interview with the online platform Ibraaz, Nasseri discusses the personal 

aesthetic relationship that he has with these muqarna forms which stems from childhood 

experience and nostalgia. In his confrontation with muqarnas, Nasseri describes his 

innate fascination with their geometries and their form rather than their connection to the 

ideologically bound space of the mosque or the shrine in which they appear: 

I was traveling with my father to Iran…and I was confronted by muqarnas. I 
wanted to know the system behind [them]- was it mathematical, did it come from 
drawing, where did it come from, and how was it done?...What's the base of it, 
what's behind the first glance? It's not that I'm sitting there and thinking I should 
really make something about muqarnas or maths, it comes by chance...26 

This important quote by Nasseri shows that even the historically bound iterations of 

muqarnas provoke this aesthetic fascination through their innate abstraction and through 

the manipulation of the spatial and formal possibilities of their media. It’s important to 

note that Nasseri is not responding to any religious meaning in muqarnas, as the space of 

the mosque might dictate, but is rather compelled by some interior machination that his 

art seeks to work out. Like Ahmed’s Carpet series, Nasseri’s Epistrophy series 

acknowledges the historical basis for the forms that are being used. However, the innate 

abstraction of the historic muqarna forms that are highlighted in Nasseri’s work allows 

                                                
26 Timo Nasseri, “An Architecture of Apprehension,” September 27, 2012, ibraaz.org. 
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for multiple avenues of exploration. This idea takes form and medium and positions them 

as being bound not by time or binary qualifications, but by their innate aesthetic qualities 

and how the artist manipulates them. This suggests that a possible avenue for considering 

abstract Islamicate forms lies not in historicizing them, but understanding them through a 

purely aesthetic lens that allows the forms and media to express their unique languages.  

Although art history and the art world at large uses the term “abstract” to refer to 

work such as those by Nasseri or for Ahmed, a reliance on a term that is Western-centric 

seems to obscure the multi-faceted existences of these artist's works. A number of artists 

of color and artists working from a global background have confronted a similar problem: 

artist Barbara Chase-Riboud coined the term "Maximalism" as a response to minimalism, 

formal abstraction, and her artistic existence as a black artist with respect to her Malcolm 

X Steles (Figure 15).27 In art historian Kellie Jones’s epigraph titled 

“Energy/Experimentation: Black Artists and Abstraction, 1964-1980”, Jones states that 

Chase-Riboud’s “Maximal art” functions to include “Other experiences, thoughts and 

notions of blackness, Diaspora, labor, culture and emotions…”28  

Maximalism also, according to Chase-Riboud, “brought something extra to the 

table” in the gathering of source material from different artistic practices from around the 

world, as well as leaving space for beauty in discourse.29 “I think our civilization is 

minimal enough without underlining it. Sculpture as a created object in space should 

                                                
27 Kellie Jones, “To The Max: Energy and Experimentation,” in EyeMinded: Living and Writing 
Contemporary Art (Duke University Press, 2011), 364–91. 
28 Jones, 390. 
29 Ibid., 390. 
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enrich, not reflect, and should be beautiful. Beauty is function.”30 In the same vein as 

Chase-Riboud’s Maximalism, Ahmed’s abstraction and on a larger scale abstraction from 

a Middle Eastern or Islamic background should be allowed terminology that accounts for 

its own vivacity as an artistic practice. It should not seek to differentiate or construct 

meaning through what it is not (re: non-figurative), but it should account for its living, 

breathing history as well as its beauty. 	
 

 

                                                
30 Ibid. 
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Figure 5: Faig Ahmed, Flood of Yellow Weight, 2007, wool thread, 100x150 cm., 
private collection. 
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Figure  6: Faig Ahmed, Oiling, 2012, wool thread, 100x150 cm., private collection. 
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Figure 7: Faig Ahmed, Liquid, 2014, wool thread, 200 x290 cm.  
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Figure 8: Faig Ahmed, Conversation, 2012, wool thread, 100 x 150 cm., private 
collection. 
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Figure 9: Faig Ahmed, Tradition in Pixel, 2010, wool thread, 100x 150 cm, 
private collection. 
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Figure 10: Faig Ahmed, Gara, 2014, wool thread, 150x200 cm., private 
collection. 
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Figure 11: Lynda Benglis, Contraband, 1969, liquid latex, 3x 116 1/4x 398 ¼ in., 
Whitney Museum of American Art, New York. 
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Figure 12: Lynda Benglis, Phantom, 1971, liquid latex, dimensions variable, DACS, 
London. 
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Figure 13: Robert Morris, Felt Works: Untitled, 1976, felt and metal grommets, 103x 
116x 23 in., The Art Institute of Chicago. 
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Figure 14: Timo Nasseri, Epistrophy 7, 2013, polished stainless steel, 240x 240x 70 cm., 
private collection. 
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Figure 15: Barbara Chase–Riboud, Malcolm X #3, 1969, polished bronze, rayon, and 
cotton, 8’6 ½” x 3’ 1”x 2’8”, Philadelphia Museum of Art. 
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Chapter 2: Critical Views: What the Critic Sees 

Ahmed’s Carpet series has been shown in both local Azerbaijani exhibitions and 

international exhibitions since 2007and has amassed a small amount of critical attention. 

The majority of the reviews are written and published in English language publications 

such as ArtForum, Juxtapoz, The Wall Street Journal, and Smithsonian Magazine. As 

result, the reviews of his work reflect a Western perspective, specifically an American 

perspective. The criticism is distinctive to both its time and place in the twenty-first 

century. While there are some reviews written in Russian, the majority language spoken 

in Ahmed’s native Azerbaijan, these reviews are far outweighed by the more accessible 

English language reviews that can be found both in print and online. By and large, the 

series is being interpreted by foreign critics and is being received by a foreign, English-

speaking audience with access to a different interpretive perspective. However, the 

Carpets are also shown in Ahmed’s local Azerbaijan, meaning there is also a discrepancy 

between the international critical view and the local interpretation.  

One review that holds significant space within critical literature of Ahmed’s work 

is Caroline Busta’s eponymously titled article “Faig Ahmed” for ArtForum International. 

Published for the Fall 2013 edition of ArtForum, her review of Ahmed’s work was the 

first critical review of Ahmed’s Carpet series in a major internationally known arts 

magazine. Documenting a solo show of his Carpet series at the Leila Heller gallery in 

New York City Busta’s review paints Ahmed’s sculptures in a favorable light, praising 

the artist’s ability to create something new from Azerbaijani visual culture after seventy 
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plus years of Soviet occupation.31 While her review is short, Busta manages to shape a 

colorful view for the reader, not only of Ahmed’s sculptures but also of Azerbaijan and 

the artist, linking the three inseparably together along with the region’s storied past both 

myth and fact. The result is a review that saddles the sculptures with a mythic, 

romanticized language that is as evocative as it is problematic.  

In the first section of her review of Ahmed’s Carpet series Busta traces a short 

history of Azerbaijani art for the reader starting from the region’s fabled, as Busta states, 

beginnings as the location of the Garden of Eden to its occupation by the Soviets.32 The 

country’s history, according to Busta, is a series of occupations, with Azerbaijani art 

playing second fiddle to the dominating visual cultures of the “Arabs, Turks, Mongols, 

Persians, Russians, and Soviets.”33 However, despite this string of militaristic and artistic 

occupations and despite having little interaction with “European modernism,” the 

“indigenous visual discourse” of Azerbaijan managed to persist within the country 

although (according to Busta) it never gained traction globally after Soviet rule ended in 

the late 1980s.34  

After the description of the region Busta gets to Ahmed and his sculptures, giving 

a quick outline of the show and brief analysis of his work. Busta focuses most of her 

attention on Ahmed’s process of technical creation, letting the actual sculptures take a 

backseat to Ahmed’s use of computers to generate his pieces. Busta states: “In the first 
                                                
31 Caroline Busta, “Faig Ahmed,” Artforum International 52, no. 2 (October 2013): 297. 
32 Busta, 297. 
33 Ibid.  
34 Ibid. 
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degree, Ahmed’s material support could be taken as a readymade carpet…” she 

continues, “as Silk Road commodity, as nationalistic symbol, as political device, as 

tourist kitsch. But these carpets have been corrupted. Working with highly skilled 

technicians, the artist has produced carpets whose patterns seem to have been hacked, 

breaking down or becoming engorged.”35 In this description, Ahmed’s sculptures become 

merely “material support,” their physical existence subsumed by the iconography of 

“carpet.”36 Busta makes no mention that Ahmed weaves his sculptures, labeling them 

instead as “readymade.”37 They are commodities, souvenirs of a history long left behind; 

fodder, mere kindling for the new.  

According to Busta, Ahmed is “hacking” into these kitschy “folky” remains with 

his advanced technology and 21st century skill, creating something new from a played-out 

icon of the Middle East. Using violent terminology, Busta describes Ahmed’s Carpet 

series as actively destroying the “Oriental” carpet. The sculptures “break down” the 

carpet form, growing “protuberances” and making the carpets become “dysmorphic” as if 

the interventions were destroying the symbolic corpse of old Azerbaijan.38 Busta sees 

Ahmed’s Carpet series as speaking a universal “language of the screen” as opposed to an 

exclusive language of local Middle Eastern art forms.39 Positioning the series as an icon 

of a modern Middle Eastern sensibility Ahmed’s Carpets become a visual marker for 

progress breaking with a backwards, traditional, and ideologically stagnant past.  
                                                
35 Ibid. 
36 Ibid.  
37 Ibid. 
38 Ibid. 
39 Ibid. 
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As a text, Busta’s review exemplifies how critics conceptualize Ahmed’s Carpet 

series. Mirroring Busta’s language and descriptors, critics and journalists utilize words 

such as “antiquated,” “corruption,” and “Oriental” in reference to the visual language 

Ahmed utilizes in this series.40 In his article for Smithsonian Magazine, journalist Danny 

Lewis places the term “traditional” on the form of the sculptures and discusses how 

Ahmed intervenes in these forms via ultra-contemporary computer software.41 Lewis also 

uses similar language as Busta when discussing Ahmed’s actual physical manipulation of 

the work, describing how Ahmed “corrupts” the carpets, pushing their physical 

appearance into the grotesque.42 In her article for Surface Design Journal, a fine arts fiber 

and fabric journal, writer Jessica Hemmings uses similar language when describing 

Ahmed’s work.43  

However, instead of arguing Ahmed’s work physically destroys the carpets, 

Hemmings notes how he breaks from the traditional via the alteration of the specific 

patterning on the surface of the sculptures. Instead of destroying the actual carpet, Ahmed 

instead ruins the specific patterning that Hemmings situates as being traditionally 

Azerbaijani.44 Hemmings states that through his manipulations, Ahmed changes “the 

[symbolism] that these carpets carry and with it, crucially, their meaning.”45 Even though 

                                                
40 Danny Lewis, “This Artist Makes Traditional Carpets That Look Like They Were Hit by a Software 
Bug,” Smithsonian Magazine Online, November 19, 2015. 
41 Lewis, “This Artist Makes Traditional Carpets That Look Like They Were Hit by a Software Bug.”  
42 Ibid.  
43 Jessica Hemmings, “Faig Ahmed: Rethinking Tradition,” Surface Design Journal Spring 2015 (n.d.): 
38–43. 
44 Hemmings, 41.  
45 Ibid., 43. 
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Hemmings does go into more detail about the real production of carpets in Azerbaijan as 

well as their material history the same history that Busta romanticizes in her review, she 

does not say what new meaning Ahmed makes in his work or what we, as the viewers, 

are to do with it. Also while Hemmings does make an attempt to create a connection 

between Ahmed’s artwork and the international contemporary art scene, there is still a 

clear delineation that Hemmings makes between it and the “Azerbaijani-ness” of 

Ahmed’s Carpet series both in regards to the patterning he draws from and his particular 

manipulations, a delineation that is essential to her review of the work. According to 

Hemmings, because of his position as an Azerbaijani artist, Ahmed’s sculptures are 

subsequently so tied to Azerbaijan and traditional Azerbaijani culture that if this 

connection were left out, the sculptures would simply cease to exist.  

As the omnipotent viewer the critic acts as a conduit between the work of art and 

the public at large, leaving an impression not only on those who seek out the work but on 

the work itself, forever altering its existence. In all of these reviews, the authors and 

critics cannot help but place Ahmed’s sculptures within two binaries. One very obvious 

binary seen in all of these reviews is the binary of the contemporary versus the 

traditional, which is accessed almost immediately in every critique. The visual signaling 

of the carpet form clearly stands for the traditional while Ahmed’s manipulations of the 

carpets as depicted as the contemporary intervention onto the traditional. The more 

obscured, yet equally important, binary that critics also access when discussing Ahmed’s 

work is East versus West. While neither binary is deployed explicitly in any of the 

reviews, they are woven through every critique of Ahmed’s Carpet series, heavily 
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influencing critical response in both choice of language and interpretation. As mentioned 

earlier, these reviews, and their target reading audience, are in English-language 

publications for English-speaking readers. Furthermore, all of the critics are writing from 

a specific 21st century “Western” (i.e. Western European and American) background: 

Busta writing from New York, Lewis from Washington D.C., and Hemmings from 

Dublin. The writers all share a similar background within the highly educated class of 

Anglo-American contemporary art writers, a position that subsequently tilts their writing 

on non-Western art in a direction that calls attention to the difference between the work 

itself and the lens through which they view it.  

While these critics’ writings are not the ultimate expression of how viewers 

experience Ahmed’s work, they nonetheless give insight into how viewers are 

acculturated to look at the series and the preconceptions that they might bring to their 

looking. With their use of parallel terms and descriptors, these critiques beg the question 

of what in the Carpet series elicits such similarly constituted, conceptually limited 

reviews and critiques? Because these sculptures educe such similar responses from 

critics, it is essential to first go back to the work itself in order to understand what factors 

are contributing to the type of critical reception of the work.  

Clearly, what all these critics and journalists respond to in their writings is the use 

of the carpet form within Ahmed’s series, which is very obviously stated by the artist as 

his inspiration for the work and is the aesthetic jumping off point for all of the sculptures 

in this series. These critics are also responding to Ahmed’s position as an artist working 
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from an Azerbaijani background, which places him in relation to these critics as “foreign” 

or non-Western. These seem to be the pivotal factors for these critics’ placement of 

Ahmed’s Carpet series within the binaries previously mentioned. But the question still 

remains: are these stories inherent to the particular sculptures or are the criticisms 

indicative of Western perspectives placed on contemporary art works and artists from a 

“non-Western” background?  

 In order to understand the role of criticism in relation to Ahmed’s series and to 

unravel the Carpet series’ relationship to the East/West and Traditional/Modern binaries, 

we must first understand the current state of criticism surrounding contemporary art. As 

Ahmed is working from an Azerbaijani background, my focus is on criticism surrounding 

artwork by contemporary artists working from a Middle Eastern or Islamic background. 

This also includes recent discussions of criticism of minority artists (i.e. artists working 

from a non-white, or a non-Western background) in order to understand the systematic 

marginalization of non-Western artists by contemporary art critics and journalists. As 

many of the problems encountered within critical discussions of artists working from a 

minority perspective parallel the issues in the criticism surrounding Ahmed’s work, these 

texts will demonstrate the impulse of criticism to place Ahmed’s work within specific 

binaries.  

One decisive essay on the relationship between mainstream art criticism and 

artists working from a minority background is “The Theater of Refusal: Black Art and 
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Mainstream Criticism” by contemporary artist and art historian Charles Gaines.46 

Published as a compliment to the 1994 exhibition of the same title at the University of 

California Irvine, the essay investigates systematic strategies of marginalization and 

subsequent limitization in critical writing about black contemporary artists.47 “Current 

critical writing and curatorial practices marginalize the work of minority artists by 

treating the subjects of difference and identity as variants from the mainstream…” writes 

Gaines, “The title [of this essay] suggests that the critical environment surrounding the 

works of these artists intentionally and unintentionally limit those works…The status of 

the mainstream is vigorously maintained not only by the discourse of authorial voice –

modernism – but by a politics that surreptitiously introduces the Other through a 

dialectical framework (Self-same/Other, identity/difference, mainstream/marginal).”48  

Gaines highlights how the marginalization of artists is shaped by dialecticals that 

are set up by the mainstream. Modernism’s inherent framework imposes a relationship of 

the “mainstream” versus the “margins” and preserves these binaries through its language 

in response to works by non-white artists. Gaines also calls out post-modernism and post-

structuralist theory as having equal pitfalls regarding artistic identity.49 Gaines asserts that 

by acknowledging and speaking to the reality of marginalization, as by allowing for a 

multiplicity of identity or acknowledging marginality, the critic and the artist are 

dismantling binaries while still reinforcing them creating a complicated, multifaceted 
                                                
46 Catherine Lord, ed., Theater of Refusal: Black Art and Mainstream Criticism (Irvine, California: The 
Regents of the University of California, 1993). 
47 Catherine Lord, ed., The Theater of Refusal: Black Art and Mainstream Criticism 20. 
48 Ibid., 12. 
49 Ibid., 16. 
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discourse that is hard to unravel.50 In order to depict a real “lived” experience, Gaines 

claims, we must allow for dialogicisms in which each articulation comprises multi-voices 

with inherent contradictions.51 

Ultimately, Gaines states that while theory and criticism can be a good access 

point for tapping into a work of art’s conceptual underpinnings as well as understanding 

discursive biases that frame a work of art, such frameworks ultimately do not replace 

looking to the actual work for meaning and understanding. “Works of art are complex 

events…” states Gaines, “their true complexity is revealed in criticism and its attempt to 

circumscribe the boundaries of art. Criticism idealizes representation and consequently 

distances the viewer from actuality. This is evident in the way marginalized discourse has 

been used to reduce complex experiences to over arching themes that relieve us of the 

responsibility of having to deal with the works themselves.”52 While Gaines remains 

open-ended about how to deal with this puzzle of marginalization, he very clearly 

advocates for a return to the physical reality of the work itself instead of relying on 

criticism to do the work of interpretation for us.  

Taking Gaines’ lead, I understand Ahmed’s Carpet series as containing 

multiplicities rather than being relegated to the simplicity of binaries; binaries which 

artificially limit the discourse surrounding the sculptures as they become simply “Middle 

Eastern.” Nevertheless, art criticism is an essential part of a work’s ontological life and 
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therefore must be weighted appropriately as to give a well-rounded understanding of the 

Carpet series even if the criticism is problematic or limiting. The question, therefore, is 

how heavily should criticism be weighed when considering Ahmed’s Carpet series, and 

how should we value these critic’s responses within the framework of meaning-making? 

Do the problems in the literature surrounding Ahmed’s work open up to any new 

meaning or serve any alternative purpose in the life of these sculptures? 

As with the case of the criticism on Ahmed’s Carpet series, criticism and art 

journalism for Gaines functions to give a blanket review of works in order to fit the work 

into specific slots within the contemporary art scene. As a foil to this conversation by 

Gaines, author and journalist Michael Brenson discusses the role and responsibility of the 

contemporary art critic in his essay “Resisting the Dangerous Journey: The Crisis of 

Journalistic Criticism.”53 Writing from the position of a white, male, Western art critic, 

Brenson comments on the position of the contemporary art critic as both reflecting the art 

scene and (more importantly), shaping it.54 In his essay, Brenson equates the journalistic 

art review directly with the art that it is reviewing, envisioning the process of review 

writing as having the same creative spark and avant-garde potential as the artistic process 

itself: “Their writing can be beautifully concrete…journalistic critics can make their 

words quiver with the spark that makes a particular work of art live.”55   

                                                
53 Michael Brenson, “Resisting the Dangerous Journey: The Crisis of Journalistic Criticism,” in The Crisis 
of Criticism (New York, NY: The New Press, 1998), 100–131. 
54 Brenson, “Resisting the Dangerous Journey: The Crisis of Journalistic Criticism,”100–131. 
55 Ibid., 110.  
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Brenson also envisions the critic as interpreter, building bridges between the work 

of art and the readers, existing as a transparent lens through which the art viewing 

experience is filtered: “Journalistic critics can do much more than keep a respect for the 

vividness and concreteness of aesthetic experience alive…” he writes “because they are 

writing for publications that reach out to a general audience, they have an opportunity to 

build bridges…Journalistic criticism can demonstrate the importance of crossover critics 

who can suggest the kinds of exchanges that are possible among different people…”56 

Brenson stresses that the role of the critic writing for such publications as the New York 

Times and Artforum is not to produce new theory but to respond to the aesthetic 

immediacy of the work that they are reviewing.57  

However, Brenson seems to both excuse the critic from the weight of taking on 

artistic politics such as race, gender, and sexuality, while at the same time giving the 

critic full responsibility for dictating the currents of contemporary art. “I believe that 

nothing can be allowed to be off limits to the most rigorous analysis...” Brenson states, 

“As soon as you place any response or assumption beyond analysis, or allow any subject, 

even one that has to do with religious faith, to be immune to critical intelligence, you 

allow it to become a taboo around which all sorts of fears and prejudices eventually stick 

and breed.”58 
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Indeed, art criticism should be allowed to take on tricky subject matter or artwork 

with complex meanings, however Brenson seems to equate criticism with a shining of a 

proverbial light onto the contemporary art scene: creating an equal platform upon which 

all art is evaluated. “I respect both the side of contemporary art that is struggling to bring 

centuries of assumptions and bias to the surface…” he writes, “and I respect the side of 

contemporary art that is struggling to communicate an experience that remains stubbornly 

resistant to words.”59 Brenson equates art that deals with social or racial issues with some 

sort of vague inexpressible experience that is “resistant” to language. He seems to ignore 

the fact that perhaps this work does not need to be expressed within a written framework, 

or maybe he just lacks the interpretive language to access the work.  

While problematic in some aspects, Brenson’s essay offers valuable insight into 

the landscape of contemporary journalistic art criticism and gives a more nuanced 

understanding to the perspective of critics in regard to how they position themselves in 

relation to their reading of contemporary art. Both Gaines’s and Brenson’s essays place 

significance on art criticism as defining the place of a work of art within the art scene 

whether positively or negatively, but they differ in how they acknowledge the critic in the 

role of meaning making. Both envision the critic as filter, but Brenson seems to be more 

liberal with his perspective of criticism as being essential to the life of a piece of 

contemporary art. Brenson sees criticism and the contemporary art scene in a rather 

idyllic light, in which work is given equal weight regardless of artist position or history 

and the critic is a bridge builder.  
                                                
59 Ibid., 111. 
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Perhaps the problematic nature of Brenson’s perspective is not apparent to him 

from his privileged position, but Brenson seems immune to the othering language that he 

himself is utilizing which gives pause when considering the type of perspective he is 

advocating for. Namely, a perspective that permits for a white, Western, privileged 

vantage point to remain unchecked in considering visual art from a foreign or minority 

background. Ahmed is not making art that is overtly and specifically about his ethnicity 

or nationality. He is not making sculpture that overtly states purely from its physical 

aesthetics that the artist who is making these sculptures is from Azerbaijan. True, the 

aesthetics of the sculptures draw from a specific visual history, but ultimately they are a 

product of Ahmed’s artistic perspective. As will be seen through my phenomenological 

reading of the series, the sculptures in Ahmed’s Carpet series have a voice unto 

themselves as sculptures, so why do critics read his Carpet series so specifically in 

relation to his artistic identity and cultural background? Should Ahmed’s identity should 

be included at all within the critical discourse about his art, or should it be left out of the 

discussion entirely in order to let the artwork “speak for itself?”  

Similarly, in response to Brenson, do the critics who write about Ahmed’s Carpet 

series necessarily need to evoke minority theory or acknowledge the binaries that 

underlie their criticism, or should they just be allowed to respond, biases, binaries, and 

all? I argue that Ahmed deploys certain styles to evoke stereotypes. Critics are 

responding to the very idea that Ahmed embodies in his work: the fact that they burden 

this series so heavily with symbolic meaning. After all, he is “making bold 
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experiments,”60 a statement which signifies that Ahmed is equally interested in 

investigating the artistic process of creation in his Carpets as well as the potential of local 

Azerbaijani art forms. Ahmed’s biography influences every critical reading of the work 

to date. While it is possible to shape a critique in which biography is included but takes a 

backseat to the sculptures, these critics are clearly giving an equal or more weight to 

Ahmed’s biography, prioritizing it over the artworks. As an Azerbaijani artist, Ahmed 

and his sculptures take on labels such as “Middle Eastern” and “Islamic”, even though 

Azerbaijan is in fact in Central Asia and Ahmed has never actively commented on his 

religion in relation to the Carpets. Labels that function to give Western art critics a 

specific interpretive lens through which to read these visually challenging sculptures.  

In this process of labeling, the sculptures in the Carpet series become more 

“legible” to the Western viewer but infinitely less dimensional, deep, or interesting. The 

artist anticipates this particular interpretive lens and directly addresses it in his Carpets 

in order to point out this limited vision: “In my art I see [Azerbaijani] culture differently. 

This is more expectation of a reaction because it’s exactly the change of points of view 

that changes the world.” 61 Because Ahmed is working from an Azerbaijani background 

he is able to fully see the complexity of Azerbaijani identity and Azerbaijani art forms 

that viewers from an outside perspective cannot easily see. Through his manipulations of 

the carpet form, Ahmed asks the viewer to actively question what they think Azerbaijani 

art should be, creating this shift in the “point of view” which he describes. Ahmed’s 
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work inherently actively confronts these binaries and biases about what art from 

Azerbaijan should be and, even more importantly, how it should be entered into 

contemporary art discourse.  

Furthermore, because of the charged, post-9/11 discourse on Islam and current 

reactionary sentiments about the faith in the United States and Western Europe, the labels 

“Middle Eastern” or “Islamic” have particular relevance in the contemporary artistic 

climate. Any artist that is working from a contemporary Middle Eastern perspective 

shown in exhibition in the US or Europe is endowed by critics as inherently grappling 

with politics, religion, tradition, or all three, even if the work does not deal overtly with 

any of these topics. In 2006, the Museum of Modern Art put on a show of contemporary 

Middle Eastern artists that was the very first post-9/11 show in the United States. Titled 

Without Boundary: Seventeen Ways of Looking, the show included prominent 

contemporary artists such as Shirin Neshat and Mona Hatoun as well as others from 

diverse regions such as North Africa, the Gulf region, and Iran.62  

Meant to show the diversity of these artists’ artistic practices, the show 

highlighted a variety of different media and included writings and essays by novelists and 

scholars in order to expound upon just how far ranging in both subject matter and style 

“Middle Eastern art” is.63 During its run, Without Boundary garnered a prominent review 

in the New York Observer by art journalist Tyler Green. In his review, Green critiques 
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MoMA’s lack of politics in the show stating that while the chosen works in the exhibition 

do have sociopolitical resonance MoMA distinctly denies the work’s connection to any 

political reading.64 Green asserts that the work in this particular exhibition has the 

potential to be political due to the nature of the artist’s biographies, but instead MoMA 

focuses on the aesthetics of the work, which Green finds problematic.65 “Many of the 

artists in the show have addressed the exilic condition and geopolitics in their art,” writes 

Green, “but you wouldn’t know that from Without Boundary. There’s not a single 

reference in the show to the United States being at war in two Muslim 

countries…Without Boundary seems to be more a product of RISD then Ramallah.”66 

Green overlooks the fact that the curatorial statement for the show as well as 

commentary from the museum itself specifically highlights the fact that the museum did 

not have the “freedom to directly address politics” and that the chosen works of art “defy 

simplistic categorization” and “belie the mentality of division and the binary oppositions 

of present-day politics.”67 From these quotes from MoMA, it is clear that the works 

within the exhibition do take on a political valence, just one that is not as clean-cut and 

straightforward as the one Green might be looking for. Using the term “Islamic” 

profusely in his review, Green conflates an Islamic perspective with a Middle Eastern 

one, and his review makes it unclear if all the artists in the show are in fact Muslim or if 

he is just assuming this to be the case. He also assumes that an Islamic presence invites a 
                                                
64 Tyler Green, “MoMA Keeps the Walls Clean: Islamic Show Sans Politics,” New York Observer, April 
3, 2006. 
65 Green, “MoMA Keeps the Walls Clean; Islamic Show Sans Politics.”  
66 Ibid. 
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political viewpoint regardless of whether the work is dealing with political subject matter 

or not. Instead of hitting the political notes that a Western or more specifically an 

American viewer might expect from a show on Middle Eastern art, it seems as though 

MoMA is doing something much more subtle in Without Boundary: namely, using 

aesthetics to highlight the complexity of the sociopolitical factors that are at play within 

21st century art more broadly. Green’s review of Without Boundary gives insight into how 

contemporary Middle Eastern art is received as being either too political or not political 

enough and how politics and biography often supersede the actual physical reality of the 

work itself in the writings of the Western art critic.   

Like Green’s review of Without Boundary, the criticisms of Ahmed’s work seem 

to employ the idea that art coming from a Middle Eastern artist must in some way utilize 

her or his “Middle Eastern” perspective in order to be successful or that these artists can 

only make work about their particular perspective. The idea is that any art coming out of 

the Middle East must be about Islam or deal with Islam in some way and must highlight 

the “Middle Eastern-ness” of the artist regardless of the artist’s intention. In this case, 

Ahmed can only produce work that makes use of historically Islamicate and Middle 

Eastern art forms within their expected boundaries and the meaning should be solely 

about his particular position as an Azerbaijani artist.  

As a collection, Ahmed’s Carpet series has been shown in both solo and group 

exhibitions in his home country and abroad. Most notably, one piece in the series was 

featured at the 2013 Venice Biennale, where it was part of the Azerbaijan pavilion 
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representing contemporary Azerbaijani art. However, the Carpets have also been 

displayed in shows alongside other contemporary fabric-based work, highlighted for their 

use of textile and wool as well as a part of the annual Islamic Arts festival as examples of 

contemporary art from artists working from an Islamic background. The Carpet series 

has had a life of multiplicities, in which their possible interpretive meaning is contingent 

on how they are shown. However, as highlighted earlier, critics are still placing the series 

in the binaries of contemporary/traditional and Western/Non-Western regardless of how 

they are being shown. This supports the idea that these binaries are not innate to the 

Carpet series, but rather a product of the type of looking each critic is bringing to their 

critique.  

This raises the question of why biography is so essential to criticism of 

contemporary art, and does it actually serve a function in the life of the work? In his 

essay “Worlds Apart: Problems of Interpreting Globalized Art,” art theorist Chin-Tao Wu 

looks at the criticism surrounding three contemporary international artists in order to 

highlight the complexity of contemporary art and its intersection with internationality. 

Specifically focusing on three artists working from a non-Western background, Wu 

discusses how these artists’ work function in Western art institutions such as biennales 

and how their careers have informed this interaction.68 He comments on the fact that 

these international art biennales are both beneficial—because they diversify the art 

scene—and problematic, in that the exhibitions unintentionally pigeonhole artists’ work 
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according to the artist’s cultural background. This ultimately limits how the work is 

interpreted and received. “While biennales as global art events may look very much alike 

in the way in which they operate, within each biennale the current trend is to focus on a 

deliberately constructed diversity of artists’ backgrounds. If the artists happen to come 

from locations where current political correctness can apply, all the better.”69  

For Wu, biennales and by extension the globalization of the art world is a double-

edged sword. While the contemporary art scene is being shown for its true diversity and 

internationality, it is these diverse qualities that then become central to any display or 

interpretation of work within these shows. In the case of the artists which Wu focuses on, 

their art work does not become individuated, but instead comes to stand in for a whole; a 

whole country, a whole ethnicity, or a whole cultural identity then expounded upon in 

critic’s writings. “The extent to which such ghettoized, if not racist, criticism is deeply 

ingrained in Western Eurocentric discourse can be revealed by formulating a similar 

question along the lines of: would we ever think of a female artist from Western Europe 

or North America in the same terms as someone who is said to be able to represent the 

‘heart, mind, and psyche’ of, say, British or American society or its culture?”70  

Wu further problematizes globalization by exploring how it ultimately results in 

the biography of the artist becoming the primary mechanism for creating meaning and 

understanding, without having to do any real looking: “What all these different sorts of 

biographical readings of art works assume are unproblematic positions according to 
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which the political and social histories of the locations which the artists originate are 

readily readable by virtue of their being somehow inscribed in the works themselves.”71 

This “inscription” of meaning via biography is one trap in which contemporary critics of 

Ahmed’s Carpets series are caught. The fact that Ahmed’s work is shown in exhibitions 

that highlight the nationality and possible religious background of the artist precludes any 

looking at the work and like Wu describes, the work becomes easily “readable,” being 

that the exhibition tells us exactly what meaning we are supposed to take from the 

sculptures.  

Likewise, criticism also supports and creates a feedback loop in which Ahmed’s 

Carpets are given certain descriptors and then, because of these, are placed in exhibitions 

that expound upon these descriptors, and then the same descriptors of “Middle Eastern” 

and “Islamic” are applied and so on and so forth. In the case of the biennale as well in the 

Islamic Arts festival, the Carpets become first and foremost about Azerbaijan or about 

Islam. However, in the case of a solo show featuring just the Carpet series or in 

exhibitions which feature the series as exemplifying textile arts as a contemporary 

medium, the series becomes, from a visual standpoint, about something else entirely: 

about abstraction, or about the manipulation of media. However, even in these cases 

critics are predisposed to place the works into specifically labeled boxes of “Middle 

Eastern” and “Islamic” even though the life of Ahmed’s sculptures have been much more 

diverse then these simple definitions. As will be shown in following chapters, the Carpet 
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sculptures are mutable; they exist in multiplicities. However, biography is still the only 

facet that sticks, remaining static in the face of globalised art.  

On the more positive side, Wu brings up an intriguing point about reception 

theory. Stating that with the advent of the phenomenon of biennales and other globalizing 

art events, the reception of the work by viewers becomes of the utmost importance to the 

life of any one work. Because the audience for contemporary art featured in biennales 

and other international contemporary art exhibitions is always changing and increasingly 

diversified by the host country, the reception of a particular work of art is always 

changing: “If globalization has anything to contribute to our understanding of 

contemporary art, it is that we need constantly to be aware of our own critical 

subjectivities…” Wu writes, “Wherever globalised art travels, the specific locations of its 

viewing public and their interpretive histories are there not to fragment the impact of the 

work in question but to contribute to deepening our collective understanding of it.”72  

As the viewer offers up a subjective ever-changing viewpoint of the work, this 

exchange between viewer and artwork becomes a major locus of understanding and 

interpretation has the potential to supersede artist’s intent. In this, the globalization of the 

contemporary art scene creates a process of continual developing and being at the same 

time, in which the viewer/object relationship is ever changing and ever unfolding, 

allowing for meaning to become richer and deeper over time. Written in 2008, Wu’s 

article gives a contemporary look at the art scene in which Ahmed is a participant. “Far 
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from making the local redundant, globalised artistic production has the potential to 

democratize hermeneutic power by devolving it away from the centre. The plurality of 

the local can, in other words, be seen as a sort of resistance, if not antidote, to the 

centralizing hegemony of the global…”73 This idea of the multiplicities that Wu sees as 

being accessed through the local is a pertinent one, as it puts the emphasis on the specific 

and the individuated rather then the generalized.  

While criticisms like Busta’s are problematic because of their reliance on binaries 

that limit the interpretation of the work, her critique nevertheless has a place in the 

holistic discussion of the Carpet series. However, it must be viewed and understood as a 

part of the meaning that can be made from the series, and that the critic’s perspective is 

one of informed subjective response. To clarify, Busta and other critics reviewing 

Ahmed’s Carpet series must be aware of their own perspective in relation to the work, 

and recognize that their perspective is one point in the life of these sculptures. However, 

these critiques are a part of these works and their perspective must be investigated in 

order to fully understand the series. Similarly, the artist’s biography must be given weight 

in interpretation, but not be allowed to provide blanket meaning that might otherwise 

arise from the physical reality of the sculptures themselves. The fact that these sculptures 

call forth these types of responses and the type of language seen in Busta’s review is one 

facet of the significance of the Carpet series. The fact that this series can elicit such 

charged language is one locus of meaning in the full range of existence of these 

sculptures.  
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Chapter 3: The Carpet: A Charged Lens 

In addition to Ahmed's biography, critics also respond to the artist’s use of the 

carpet form within his sculptures. To return to Caroline Busta's critique, the form of the 

carpet is the most poignant moment of visual access within the series. The carpet is 

legible: critic and viewer alike can readily see the combined elements of fringe, wool, 

and weaving and understand that Ahmed is signaling "carpet" through his sculptures. 

More specifically, "Middle Eastern" carpet. To critics like Busta, because of Ahmed's 

inclusion and manipulation of the form of the carpet in this series of sculptures, the 

impetus is to say that Ahmed's handling is a kind of destruction: iconoclasm of tradition 

in the fullest. Upon reading Busta's critique and others like it, my impulse is to argue 

against this idea of destruction. To assert that Ahmed's Carpet series does not, in fact, 

undermine the traditional but engages with tradition and the modern at the same time. 

After continuing to look at Ahmed's Carpet series I am compelled by the fact that these 

sculptures are entirely contemporary, in that Ahmed constructs the forms instead of 

destroying or deconstructing them.  

In all of his pieces, Ahmed chooses to retain the essential qualities of "carpet-

ness". The wool medium, the weave of the threads, and even the tassels that frame the 

shifting borders all allow for the pieces to be read as "carpet" even though the sculptures 

are not functioning as carpets. If Ahmed chose to do so, he could easily get rid of any 

visual signal of "Middle Eastern carpet" in his sculptures. But he wants to maintain this 

signal and in fact very directly draws the viewer to the reading of carpet in his sculptures 

through visual signifiers (fringe, knot, pattern, etc.) as well as in the title of the series. 
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Not only can "carpet" be read in Ahmed's sculptures, but it must be read. In his artist 

statement, Ahmed asserts: “[The] Carpet is the icon of Eastern tradition, it’s canonical 

and has visual boundaries. My art is directed toward transforming these boundaries 

beyond any recognition.”74 Through the act of changing the carpet, Ahmed is 

purposefully taking the canonical aesthetics of Azerbaijani carpets and pushing them 

outside of the realm of the expected. Much like the Abstract Expressionist and Minimalist 

artists pushed the boundaries of painting and sculpture in a new direction, so does Ahmed 

push the carpet in different directions, allowing for a full exploration of the wool medium 

as well as the patterns and form of the carpet.  	
 

The contemporary life of carpets in Azerbaijan is that of use product and artistic 

practice at the same time. Unlike in contemporary the Anglo-American world, the carpet 

in Azerbaijan is ubiquitously seen in the home and public spaces and has been for 

centuries. Carpet making is a labor-intensive process, involving hours upon hours of hand 

weaving to create an entire rug. In 2010, UNESCO added the Azerbaijani carpet on the 

list of Intangible Cultural Heritage, naming it as part of Azerbaijan's cultural tradition, 

recognizing several contemporary carpet weaving schools that all produce unique 

patterns, visually distinct from each other but drawing from a unified visual canon of 

geometric and abstract patterning.75 With the majority of the population identifying as 

Muslim in Azerbaijan, carpets are also seen within the context of the mosque in relation 
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to religious practice. While these carpets differ in both size and sometimes in the type of 

thread used in the production (silk instead of wool) from carpets in the home, these 

carpets are essential for understanding the daily role that carpets play within Azerbaijan 

as they infuse every aspect of both religious and secular life.  

As mentioned in his artist statement, the carpet for Ahmed is as ubiquitous as any 

other home furnishing, albeit one that is unique in its aesthetic beauty and one of a kind 

in design. In an interview with art journal Elephant, Ahmed states: “What attracted me 

most was not the carpet itself but its rhythm and symbols…after this discovery I started 

seeing runes among the carpets at home…There is one more thing I love about this 

process [of making the Carpets] and it’s the fact that a habitual comfy object suddenly 

turns out to be something strange.”76 As described earlier by Ahmed one reason he is 

using the Azerbaijani carpet is specifically to access and disrupt the invocations that the 

form of the carpet brings to mind: both in his mind and the mind of the viewer. For the 

Azerbaijani audience, Ahmed is clearly accessing a point of re-contextualization of the 

carpet. While he is utilizing identifiable Azerbaijani carpet patterns as a point of 

inspiration, Ahmed is breaking from the conventions of contemporary Azerbaijani carpet 

making through both his physical manipulations of the carpet form and by hanging these 

sculptures from the gallery wall like a painting.77 These choices break any assumptions 
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the Azerbaijani viewer might have about the carpet asking them to delve deeper into what 

the sculptures are doing, and what alternative meanings the sculptures are producing. 	
 

Unlike the Azerbaijani viewer, the typical Western viewer who is seeing Ahmed's 

work at a biennale or at one of the many international gallery spaces that Ahmed shows at 

does not have the context of seeing how people use carpets in Azerbaijan. However, I 

argue that this distance from Azerbaijani carpet weaving should not hold significant 

interpretive weight. Ahmed’s Carpets’ context is the museum, the gallery space. Yes, 

carpets in Azerbaijan are a contemporary art form, but Ahmed's sculptures are not 

carpets. True, Ahmed is drawing from patterns that have origins in Azerbaijan but as he 

says in his artist statement the patterns are a point of translation, speaking different 

meanings to different viewers. The Carpets are both a part of this conversation of 

Azerbaijani carpet weaving yet separate. They intersect with this practice, yet they aren't 

this practice. The sculptures gain one of their many meanings from this practice, but there 

are other meanings to be gathered through Ahmed's Carpet series.  

While the Azerbaijani carpet is a major locus of interpretation, it is part of the 

multiplicity of interpretations that makes up this series. Ahmed’s Carpets do not 

represent the contemporary practice of carpet weaving in Azerbaijan but rather represent 

contemporary art in Azerbaijan that is inspired by, but not singularly tied to, the unique 

artistic practices and history of the country. By reading the carpet form in Ahmed's 

Carpet series, one can interpret the sculptures through the lens of the Azerbaijani carpet. 

However, this form can also be read as a symbol of the "Middle Eastern carpet," divorced 
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from the specifics of country or tradition. Therefore, I argue that by utilizing the form of 

the carpet in his sculptures, Ahmed is accessing a particular Azerbaijani contemporaneity 

that is not breaking from tradition, but rather both a part of the history of Azerbaijani art 

and its very current visual art scene. In doing so, Ahmed is dialoguing simultaneously 

with the globalized contemporary art world of the Middle East as well as confronting the 

social history of the “Oriental” carpet in Western visual history.   

In order to think about the signification of the carpet and the label of "traditional" 

that is placed on it, a piece by the contemporary art collective Slavs and Tatars illustrates 

a specific investigation of medium and the binary significations of traditional/modern that 

a work of art can potentially embody. "Devoted to an area east of the former Berlin Wall 

and west of the Great Wall of China," Slavs and Tatars is a contemporary art collective 

that shows work in some of the same exhibitions as Ahmed's Carpet series.78 Their work 

PrayWay, (Figure 16) featured in The New Museum’s triennial exhibition The 

Ungovernables in 2012, utilizes the same wool medium as Ahmed’s Carpet series, and 

incorporates the same form of the carpet within this particular work. 

As a sculpture, PrayWay consists of a Persian silk and wool carpet placed on top 

of a constructed V-shaped steel structure underneath which is a glowing blue neon light. 

Positioning the sculpture in the middle of the exhibition space, Slavs and Tatars invite 

viewers to interact physically with the piece by sitting on top of it, feeling the wool of the 

carpet underneath their hands and feet. About this work, the collective states: "[PrayWay] 
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is a collision of the sacred and the profane.”79 In this, they specifically refer to the 

combination of the forms of the carpet with the blue neon light. However, Slavs and 

Tatars do not make a distinction as to which is the "sacred" or which is the "profane" in 

this comment but leave it up to the viewer to decide.   

Although there is no indication, the viewer's inherent assumption is that the 

"sacred" is the carpet, and the "profane" is the neon light. In this, the carrier of these 

significations is the medium that the artist is creating work in and the form that it takes. 

The silk and wool carpet as medium and form in PrayWay is viewed as a symbol for the 

“sacred” historical and traditional while the neon light is a de-facto symbol for the 

modern. Extending this idea of signification to Ahmed’s Carpet series, the suggestion of 

the carpet automatically stands as signifying this idea of the traditional, the antiquated 

Middle Eastern, the Oriental, even though there is materially nothing else that would 

make these sculptures anything but contemporary.  

PrayWay is a useful tool in thinking about the relationship between material and 

semiotic meanings in regards to Ahmed’s Carpet series, as it problematizes the viewing 

of the contemporary as the opposition to the Middle Eastern. By discussing Ahmed's 

Carpet series as contemporary in this traditional vs. modern binary, one acknowledges 

that it is leaving behind something traditional, antiquated, and above all Eastern to enter 

into the coded language of the modern and the Western. However, Ahmed’s Carpet 

series is undeniably coming from an Eastern context that is simultaneously contemporary. 

                                                
79 Eungie Joo and Ryan Inouye, eds. The Ungovernables. 
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These two aspects are not in contest within Ahmed's work, but his work actively 

addresses this binary through their simultaneous existence. With this, Ahmed's Carpet 

series confronts how visual symbols of the Middle East are functioning in art as 

independent markers of a historical "Oriental" aesthetic, and seeks to challenge the binary 

in which the "Oriental" cannot be contemporary and that the contemporary cannot be 

traditional at the same time.   

 To frame this conversation about why the carpet as contemporary art form carries 

such heavy labels as "traditional" or "anti-modern," I want to bring in an article by Dr. 

Prita Meier titled “Authenticity and its Modern Discontents: The Colonial Encounter and 

African and Middle Eastern Art History.” In this article, Meier looks at the Middle East 

and Africa as two sites of modernism and modern identity in relation to visual art tasking 

to come to terms with colonialism in their art histories.80 Meier discusses how modernity 

is closely linked with colonization, situating both in a Western contextual framework. 

Meier highlights how modernity in these locals is structured inherently within a binary of 

traditional vs. modern with the traditional being the Middle Eastern or the colonized and 

the modern being the West or the colonizer.81 She discusses how Western art historians 

tax artists working from these art histories with being either or: either their work is 

traditional or modern, never both. Even further, Meier goes on to state: "This art [from 

the Middle East] is not only "behind" the temporal progression that defines Western art, 

                                                
80 Prita Meier, “Authenticity and It’s Modernist Discontents: The Colonial Encounter and African and 
Middle Eastern Art History,” The Arab Studies Journal, Visual Arts and Art Practices in the Middle East, 
18, no. 1 (Spring 2010): 12–45. 
81 Meier, 27. 
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but exists outside of time."82 Thus, work being produced by artists from these regions are 

not only conceptualized as being "primitive" but exist in an indefinable temporal space 

that limits progression and stalls growth.  	
 

Meier brings up the point that if we are to embrace multiple modernities, we must 

ask ourselves what these parallel modernities “emphasize and elide.”83 “Modes of 

questioning can then enter a different terrain,” writes Meier, “There, the central agenda 

would not be to position artists as authentically local and modernist. This unsatisfying 

bind is the result of modernity’s desire to flatten a multiplicity of encounters into 

binaries…Rather, one could unfurl the complex contradictions and tensions activated 

once modernity meets different sites of enunciation.”84 This form of rethinking 

modernism specifically calls out for allowing a multiplicity of modernities that are 

peculiar to the local. Modernities that are in conversation with each other, but developing 

within their cultural framework that does not hand over the production of meaning 

making onto one particular modern "site" such as the West. 	
 

To extend this thought process to Ahmed’s Carpets, the type of contemporaneity 

that he is in conversation with through his series differs from the contemporaneity that an 

artist from a different background is communicating. However, because of these multiple 

modernities, forms that have a specific meaning shaped by one modernity do not imply 

that the same form, when entered into a different modernity, will retain the same 
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meaning. As Meier states, these multiplicities allow for both an "emphasis" and an 

"eliding" of divergent meanings, understanding this process through the grounding of the 

carpet form in both Azerbaijani art history and modernity as well as Western art history 

and modernity.   	
 

To understand why this possibility of multiple modernities is relevant to Ahmed’s 

use of the carpet form in his sculptures, the Western historical context of the Middle 

Eastern carpet must be traced. Perhaps no other aesthetic object from the Middle East 

holds as much visual and associative power in the Western imagination than the Middle 

Eastern carpet. Western viewers imbue the Middle Eastern carpet with magic, equal parts 

fantasy, and commodity. The "Oriental" carpet is an icon mainly seen in European 

painting in both the 18th and 19th centuries representing not only the East but also the 

luxury and wealth of its Western owners. In paintings such as those by the Dutch artist 

Johannes Vermeer, these symbols are seen draped over tables, the vibrant coloring of 

their patterning exploited to their full aesthetic potential to evoke the mystery of the 

interior. Likewise, carpets appear ubiquitously in Orientalist paintings such as those by 

Eugène Delacroix and Jean-Léon Gérôme, cementing a place in both the Western history 

of art and in the Western imagination as a symbol for the remote, romantic, and foreign 

East.85 Carpets play backdrop to scenes of overt sexuality, or even violence, signaling an 

entrance into a different world, one that fascinated and terrified the Western viewer. 

During the 18th and 19th centuries carpets themselves were a luxury souvenir for the 

                                                
85 Holly Edwards, ed., Noble Dreams, Wicked Pleasures: Orientalism in America, 1870-1930 (Princeton 
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wealthy traveler; home décor that signaled one’s worldliness. At the height of 

Orientalism as architectural and design trend in the late 19th century, the use of the 

Middle Eastern carpet as show piece gave an eclecticism to the interior that was set off by 

other collectibles ranging from Moroccan tea sets to Egyptian bronzes and Chinese 

porcelain.86  

In his essay “Weavers and Dealers: The Authenticity of an Oriental Carpet”, 

author Brian Spooner investigates the cultural and material history of Oriental carpets in 

the West. Working from an anthropological and sociological perspective, this essay 

discusses the production of carpets in the Middle East and their subsequent 

commoditization in the West through a chain of, in Spooner’s words, “weavers and 

dealers.”87 While he does advocate for specificity and modern relevancy in regards to the 

Middle Eastern carpet, he also places the locus of interpretation on the Western 

"specialist": "The real [carpet] is not merely an artifact; it is made by particular 

individuals, from unique handcrafted materials in a particular social, cultural, and 

environmental conditions, with motifs and designs learned from earlier generations…" he 

continues, "The original meanings of the decorative elements have been largely forgotten 

by the people who weave them (who probably anyway think about their work in terms 

that would not provides answers to Western queries about meaning) and must be 

reconstructed by Western specialists in order to rationalize their need for authenticity."88 

                                                
86 Edwards, 15. 
87 Brian Spooner, “Weavers and Dealers: The Authenticity of an Oriental Carpet,” in The Social Life of 
Things: Commodities in Cultural Perspective (Cambridge University Press, 1986), 199. 
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This quote is frustrating as it assumes (without any basis) that the motifs of Middle 

Eastern carpets are not only forgotten by the people who make them, but cannot even be 

accessed by them, and must be instead "rationalized" through the lens of the West to be 

legible. In this discussion by Spooner, there is an impetus to both historicize carpets and 

mythicize, meaning that he places the carpets as being either historical antiques or as 

illegible mythical runes. 	
 

While mostly invested in shaping an object history, Spooner does delve into 

discussing the aesthetic qualities that comprise the carpets, linking these attributes to the 

carpet’s particular cultural background while still allowing for ambiguities and non-

homogeneity: “In the case of carpets the evidence suggests that we are dealing with a 

poorly differentiated variety of urban, village, and nomadic products…” he writes, “the 

greatest source of confusion in the interpretation of symbolism of oriental carpets may 

derive from this peculiarity- that the craft extended socially from isolated nomadic camps 

to royal palaces, and the motifs moved back and forth along that continuum, meaning 

different things in different social situations.”89 Instead of seeing the development of the 

carpet as a natural progression of artistic practice, Spooner shapes the history of the 

carpet as being confused and lost in mystery. Spooner sees carpets from the Middle East 

as being necessarily and explicitly symbolic, rather than being allowed to develop 

mutable aesthetics that function in multiple ways. In this conversation, Spooner precisely 

positions the Middle Eastern carpet as having two distinct features, one being their 
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totemic indivisibility as an "icon" and two as being their constant relationship to the 

West. Spooner gives interesting commentary on authenticity, stating: "Authenticity is our 

cultural choice" placing the onus of arbitrary markers of "authenticity" of Middle Eastern 

carpets into the hands of the Western collector.90 But even in this, the "authentic" oriental 

carpet is still an "alien landmark": a point of artistic and cultural development lost in 

translation.91  

While writing in the nineteen-eighties, this essay by Spooner highlights how work 

has gone into understanding the particular art history of carpets from the Middle East and 

from historically Islamic countries. To quote Spooner, they are "part commodity, part 

symbol" nothing more. 92 Yes, they are aesthetic objects, but to the Western eye, these 

aesthetics do not matter beyond the fact that they are "Oriental" in origin. Yes, carpets 

have intrinsic meaning, but it is inaccessible to both us as the Western collector and the 

people who make them. To underscore this, the carpet is framed in museums such as the 

Metropolitan Museum of Art as inherently historical objects valued for their position in 

Islamic art history, but little mention is made of their artistic evolution into the twenty-

first or even for that matter the twentieth century. Ahmed’s Carpet series confronts this 

impetus to historicize the carpet by occupying the space of the museum and the gallery 

much as the historic carpets do (i.e. hanging from the wall) showing that the carpet as art 

form can exist within the context of multiple modernities both in being a product of 

Azerbaijani modernity and the modernity of globalized art. Perhaps it is because the 
                                                
90 Ibid., 223. 
91 Ibid., 203. 
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Western art historian has labeled these carpets as ornamental commodity or perhaps it is 

because of their origins (the "Orient" that Spooner maintains,) that the Western viewer 

and critic are unable to untangle these artistic practices from history and myth. Yes, the 

carpet as art form in the Middle East has a history, and part of its history is a commodity, 

but it also has an artistic present that is evolving, nuanced, and full of life.	
Ahmed’s 

Carpets address this duality, confronting the history the carpet in both Azerbaijan and the 

West, as well as giving voice to its contemporary artistic potential.  

In “Decentering Modernism: Art History and Avant-Garde Art from the 

Periphery” author Partha Mitter looks at the shaping and understanding of modernist, 

avant-garde art from the "periphery" i.e. from the perspective of minority and non-

Western artists in order to highlight the double standards that Western avant-garde art 

embodies in regards to influence: that the avant-garde originates in the West and then its 

influence extends outward.93 By taking artists and works that are considered within the 

Western canon of art history to be the champions of original avant-garde work and re-

framing them as being the receivers of thought stemming from a non-Western context, 

Mitter argues that the transmission of avant-garde influence is not localized in the West 

and instead develops at multiple points at once.94 One idea that Mitter offers up is the 

concept of hybridity in contemporary art as being able to destabilize the Western canon 
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94 Mitter, 540. 
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as well being able to develop the concept of local modernisms, much like those discussed 

by Meier, in response to a single Western-centric global modernism.95  

My argument contributes to the recent debates on the need to shift the center of 
gravity from the originary discourse to a more heterogeneous definition of global 
modernism…It responds to the challenge of transnational art, calling into question 
the “purity” of the modernist canon and the consequent imputation of the 
derivative character of the periphery.96  

Mitter’s argument is helpful for rethinking Western avant-garde modernism, and 

helps to center the conversation around groups previously on the margins: Ahmed’s 

Carpets respond specifically to Mitter’s argument for the need to recognize local artistic 

modernisms as they inhabit a visual space that is both local to Azerbaijan as well as being 

connected to the globalization of contemporary art, shifting effortlessly and constantly 

between the two.  

With its loaded history within the West, the carpet as art form is a complex 

symbol to take on within contemporary art. Ahmed's sculptures play upon the idea of the 

destabilized icon, as what is recognizably a Middle Eastern carpet in his work does not 

represent an actual Middle Eastern carpet but is a symbolic gesture of one. The works in 

his series do not function as carpets. They are hung on the walls of galleries, making no 

illusions as to having any use value as a carpet. This direct and apparent disjunction 

between the sculptures as contemporary art are and what they look like (“traditional” 

Middle Eastern carpets) actively asks the viewer to interrogate how they perceive of not 

only the "Middle Eastern" or "Oriental" carpet, but how they conceive art from a non-
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Westernized context that is aggressively contemporary and aggressively non-Western. As 

these two realities are often at odds in Western art history, Ahmed’s Carpets 

confrontationally take on this supposed contradiction by actively being both 

contemporary and outside of the “traditional” Western art historical canon. 

Several examples illustrate how Ahmed approaches this binary and seeks to 

challenge it. Through the course of his physical manipulations, Ahmed has played with 

the traditional visual iconography of the carpet. Ahmed’s earliest sculpture, Flood of 

Yellow Weight (Figure 5) is still recognizable as a carpet in overall shape, while his more 

recent sculptures depart from the rectangular shape of the carpet, pushing the physical 

boundaries of the form apart as seen in Liquid (Figure  8) In his most contemporary 

addition to the series, such as Gravity and Antigravity (Figure 17) from 2015, Ahmed has 

physically extended and separated the two-dimensional patterns of the carpet into three 

dimensions, actually breaking the flat plane that he previously preserved. As a case study, 

these sculptures show a steady progression in degeneration or, perhaps a better word, 

disembodiment of the form of the carpet. In his experiments, Ahmed is building the 

discreet pieces of "carpet-ness" as separate from each other, asking through the course of 

his manipulations: "Is this a carpet now? How about now?" He is getting down to the 

essential nature of the "Middle Eastern carpet" and divorcing the carpet from meaning to 

see what "shakes loose": what new forms can he create in this intersection, and what he is 

producing in this process of separation.	
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Ahmed is not the only contemporary artist who is working with the carpet as 

medium of choice. Two notable contemporary artists who utilize the carpet in their work 

are artists Jalal Sepehr and Igshaan Adams, both of whom incorporate the carpet as an 

essential part of their artistic practice. Jalal Sepehr is a photographer who has done two 

photographic series that utilize the Persian carpet as a subject within a larger landscape 

scene. In his 2004 series titled Water and Persian Rugs (Figure 18), Sepehr incorporates 

Persian rugs into large-scale seascapes in which the rugs are seen floating on a bright 

blue sea, or submerged in the sand on the shoreline. In other shots, men are seen walking 

or jumping onto the rugs, creating an interplay between water and rug in which it seems 

as though the rug is the water or sand and vice-versa. In his 2011 series Knot (Figure 19) 

Sepehr situates Persian rugs throughout the cityscape of Tehran, placing them on rooftops 

or slinging them between windows, the patterning of the carpets drawing contrast to the 

mud brick architecture of the city and the figures that populate the scenes. 	
 

Unlike Ahmed, Sepehr uses pre-made Persian carpets in his photography and 

while playing a central role in his photographs, the rugs are not the final products of 

Sepehr's artistic process. In his photographs, Sepehr is apparently utilizing the carpet for 

its rectangular shape as well as for its rich, all-over pattern, which he highlights through 

contrast with both the natural and urban landscape. In Knot, Sepehr evokes the specificity 

of locale by utilizing Tehran as an integral and recognizable part of his photographs; he 

reinforces this specificity by using Persian carpets, legible by their distinctive garden and 

star patterning. Whereas Ahmed disrupts the viewer’s expectation of the carpet form 

manually in his sculptures, Sepehr instead disrupts viewer’s expectation through the de-
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contextualization of the carpet through its intersection and intervention into the 

landscape. Through these unique forms of intervention, both artists access new 

possibilities in the carpet form allowing for both specificity of the carpet within a Middle 

Eastern context and broader meaning of form and pattern. 

One artist who moves between these two practices as exemplified by Ahmed and 

Sepehr is artist Igshaan Adams. Primarily working in sculpture and installation, Adams 

both weaves his carpet sculptures and uses pre-made carpets as a medium. One such 

installation that uses already made carpets is his 2011 installation In Between (Figure 20) 

comprising of prayer rugs that have been cut by Adams and replaced with rugs in 

different colors and patterns to form the illusion of the body of a serpent weaving through 

the installation. These carpets are then cut to fit into the gallery space, making it appear 

as if the carpets are almost seamlessly integrated into the architecture. 	
 

Similarly to Ahmed’s Carpet series, Adams’s 2014-15 series for blank projects 

(Figure 21) also utilizes the carpet form while breaking from the wool medium that one 

would find in actual carpets. Instead, Adams uses nylon rope and beaded necklaces to 

create a highly textured carpet-like sculpture that is then suspended from the gallery wall. 

Drawing from calligraphic Kufic script, Adams weaves an all-over repeating pattern into 

his sculptures, mimicking elements of Islamic architectural ornament. Adams displays 

both sides of his sculptures, drawing attention to the contrast between the more "finished" 

legible side and the unfinished threads and tassels that make up the reverse.  
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Unlike Ahmed, Adams specifically uses the carpet form to address his religion in 

his work. Converting from Christianity to Islam as an adult, Adams directly accesses the 

"formal iconographies of Islam" to discuss his multifaceted identity as an LGBTQ person 

and a person of mixed race origins.97 While Ahmed hints at an Islamic reading by using 

carpet as medium, Adams specifically utilizes prayer rugs in his work and weaves the 

attributes of Allah legibly into his carpet sculptures to access the Islamic invocations that 

these elements speak to. However, while utilizing Islamic forms is a central aspect of his 

work, Adams asks the viewer to see this element as part of a multiplicity of meaning in 

his work by incorporating different materials (such as nylon rope, string, etc.) into his 

sculptures as well as creating new visual elements, such as the serpent, out of the carpets.   

As seen through these differing uses of the carpet form by contemporary artists, 

the carpet as medium is a highly mutable tool that can be utilized to access a multitude of 

meanings, including but not limited to religion, personal identity, cultural identity, and 

displacement. The carpet is not strictly tied to or limited by its history in the Middle East, 

nor to any one locus of contemporary art making. This medium-specific "re-focusing" of 

Middle Eastern art practice is not limited to the carpet. Artists such as Timo Nasseri 

utilize media and forms that have a history and presence in the Middle East in their 

contemporary art practices. Instead of purely historicizing the forms that Ahmed is 

engaging with in his Carpet series, we should think of the forms as having a voice that is 

not separate from their history, but is a distinctive part of their existence that works on 
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different levels of meaning. The question arises then as to what new meaning can be 

derived if Ahmed's Carpet series is allowed to speak through its aesthetic forms, 

specifically through their abstraction, their swirling colors, and their geometric shapes.	
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Figure 16: Slavs and Tatars, PrayWay, 2012, silk and wool carpet, MDF, steel, neon, 390 
x 280 x 50 cm, The New Museum, NYC. 
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Figure 17: Faig Ahmed, Gravity and Antigravity, 2014, wool thread, 120x 250 cm., 
private collection. 
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Figure 18: Jalal Sepehr, Water and Persian Rugs, 2004, photography, private collection. 
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Figure 19: Jalal Sepehr, Knot, 2011, photography, private collection. 
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Figure 20: Igshaan Adams, In Between, 2011, prayer mats, blankets, cotton, canvas, 
incense, 520 x 314 x 2 cm., private collection. 
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Figure 21: Igshaan Adams, Ayatul Kursi 1 (front), 2015, woven nylon washing line, 
beaded necklaces, string, 230 x 180 cm., blank projects. 
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Chapter 4: Phenomenology: The Carpets and The Viewer 

In her book titled Barbara Chase-Riboud: The Malcolm X Steles, art historian 

Gwendolyn Shaw explores American artist Barbara Chase-Riboud’s series of 

monumental steles. Much of the critical and scholarly writing on the Malcolm X Steles 

have focused on the title of these steles and Chase-Riboud’s background as a black 

female artist, positing that these embody the core meaning of Chase-Riboud’s work. To 

reframe her work to counteract this prevailing narrative, Gwendolyn Shaw develops a 

phenomenological reading of Chase-Riboud's steles, turning entirely to a study of their 

physical aspects to engage with the sculptures outside of their symbolic presence.98 

These sculptures loom large in both size and symbolism. Comprised of heavy polished 

bronze, the steles are, as is implied from their titles, abstract monuments to Malcolm X. 

Chase-Riboud’s sculptures are a formal experiment in contradiction: the metal appears 

soft, yet solid, supplely undulating and folding in on themselves to create totemic forms 

that seem to defy gravity. Heavy nylon and cotton rope forms knots and tassels at the 

bottom of the sculptures, balancing and contrasting the upper half of the work as if 

magically supporting the weight of the metal above.  

While Shaw acknowledges that Chase-Riboud’s work draws from particular 

cultural and social moments and that these influence her abstract sculptures, the author 

specifically seeks to find meaning outside the traditional interpretation of Chase-

Riboud’s sculptures, namely, the association of the steles with the artist’s particular 
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perspective as a black artist. Shaw instead develops a reading of the highly unique 

phenomenological qualities of the work, including Chase-Riboud’s manipulation of the 

metal and cloth that comprise the medium of these sculptures. “What I believe is missing 

from the literature on Chase-Riboud,” writes Shaw, “is some good close looking that 

considers her work on its own terms and engages with the objects on the merits of their 

thingness…”99 Shaw asserts that "[t]hrough our submission to this phenomenological 

opportunity, we can experience the act viewing as an important form of 

commemoration.”100 In this, viewing becomes essential to the understanding of the work 

and acts as a form of “commemoration.” The viewers become necessary to the work as 

they are actively shaping meaning through their vision and their existence in the same 

space as the sculpture.  

While Chase-Riboud works from a different cultural background than Faig 

Ahmed, and her sculptures derive their aesthetic appearance from a manipulation of 

bronze and rope, Shaw’s phenomenological interpretation of Chase-Riboud’s work is a 

useful model for accessing Azerbaijani artist Ahmed’s Carpet series, as the approach 

asks the viewer to submit to the full experience of looking.101 In his artist’s statement 

for the Carpet series, Ahmed writes that "slight changes in the form of the carpet 

dramatically change its structure…I do it without thinking, it's my instantaneous 

expression. I just make bold experiments, putting them into the art scene, trusting myself 
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and my art in [the] viewer's will."102 This quote highlights the fact that much of 

Ahmed's process when creating these sculptures is, in fact, an experiment in structure 

and that there is no “right” interpretation of these “bold experiments.” Therefore, a 

central point of meaning can be found in the specific form of the sculptures that Ahmed 

creates as well as in the “viewer’s will.” The “viewer’s will,” is here interpreted to mean 

the direct experience that the viewer has while actively engaging with his sculptures 

visually.  

Considering his process of gathering source material for his sculptures, Ahmed 

states: “I explore ancient traditions, cults and cultures, I make my own research and as I 

communicate with it, I create art. My [Carpets] are the result of this interplay.”103 

Through this process of researching and creating, Ahmed purposefully draws visual 

connections from a diverse range of subject matter, meaning that it is impossible to 

shape a one-to-one iconographic reading of the series: that is, it is impossible to connect 

the aesthetics and form of the Carpets to a singular culture or background to create 

meaning. As argued in the second chapter, critics situate the Carpet series in a binary 

box that limits interpretation, placing static readings of "Oriental", "Non-Western", or 

"traditional" onto the works. Any single iconographic analysis of the Carpets not only 

places artificial limits on the sculptures but also denies the connections that can be made 

to other works by artists that are working from a different background but with a similar 

media, such as Chase-Riboud. By allowing for these connections, Ahmed's work can be 
                                                
102 Faig Ahmed, “Faig Ahmed: Artist Catalogue,” Gallery Website, Yarat Gallery Online, (November 22, 
2014), http://www.yarat.az/en/discover/artists/faig-ahmed/biography. 
103 Faig Ahmed, Artist Interview: Faig Ahmed, interview by Kelsey Hoffman, February 2016. 
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considered within the context of the international contemporary art scene rather than 

being solely limited to a single culture or a single history.  

In light of these iconographic limitations artificially placed onto the Carpet series 

by critics, I believe what is missing from the conversation surrounding Ahmed’s work is 

a “good close looking:” considering the work on its own terms and exploring how the 

viewer engages with the sculptures’ essential “thingness,” rather than through the lens of 

the viewer’s background knowledge about the artist. In this methodology, the artwork 

speaks first through its existence unburdened of any symbolism or iconography. While it 

does take into account some formal visual aspects of the work (such as line, depth, and 

shape), instead of using these elements as a starting point for analysis, the 

phenomenological methodology goes inward and considers how these aspects shape our 

direct experience of a work of art. It also considers how these media exist in our 

physical, three-dimensional space, and how we visually and physically experience media 

as artwork. In this way, this methodology exists almost in the world of the scientific: 

quantum physics and chemistry; molecules and atoms, the parts that comprise the whole. 

With roots in modern philosophy in the mid 20th century, phenomenology has a 

particular valence in the analysis of contemporary art, as contemporary art transcends 

both art historical teleological boundaries as well as cultural boundaries. Contemporary 

art does not express any logical continuity of the sort that art historians traditionally 

ascribe to artistic movements, meaning that critical and scholarly writing that attempts to 

conceptualize contemporary works of art solely using external factors such as the artist’s 

biography or historical connection makes for a weak interpretation. What was once used 
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as meaningful loci of interpretation become upended in contemporary art: globalism 

creates a network of influence that defies simplistic categorization and new media allows 

for what could be once theorized as movements to be multifaceted and diverse. Instead, 

the work of art must be allowed to have its own time and logic that is not hampered by 

external systems of justification. To understand the work of art as an independent player 

with its own life, space, and history, dependent not on the exteriority of humanity, but 

instead as humanity in a constant entanglement with the art object.  

In his article “A Few Uses of Phenomenology within Art History”, philosopher 

Cristian Hainic describes phenomenology as a methodology as the way for art history as 

a scholarly discipline to come to not only come terms with contemporary art, but also to 

“bring [historical] work to present.”104 Phenomenology according to Hainic works to 

“seize the initial state of the work of art” and consider it within its pre-objective time and 

space.105 “Works of art, like all other phenomena, before being objects for the study of 

various sciences, belong to the research domain that they put forth themselves…” writes 

Hainic, “That is to say, the reason why our attention is constantly drawn to the extra-

ordinary space and time of the work of art is the work itself and nothing else.”106 

According to Hainic, the interior logic of works of art gives way to external 

significance: the physical appearance and existence of the work generates its own 

meaning which is unique to each artwork. Therefore, to focus on the work’s 

phenomenology and physical presence allows for an interpretation of the work that 
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places the artwork at the center of discourse. As mentioned earlier, phenomenology is 

specifically useful in regards to the analysis of contemporary art, as it does not tie the 

work to a single movement or style. I argue that phenomenology works specifically well 

with artwork produced by artists who work with a diverse range of media and those who 

draw from diverse visual languages, as with Ahmed’s Carpets.  

As Hainic argues, phenomenology as a methodology also allows for historicized 

media and art forms to have a contemporary presence outside of their historic life. 

Phenomenology as a methodology bypasses what Hainic describes as the problem of 

“linear time” in art: a timeline in which work is conceptualized in a teleological 

framework that progresses from a point of “folk” art (untrained and unskilled) to “high” 

art. Hainic writes: “Historical studies of art are intimately connected to the more general 

philosophical problem of time itself. Researchers are often confronted with the difficulty 

of discriminating between the history of art as linear evolution and the idea of an 

“internal time” or internal cycle of artistic phenomena.”107 This discrepancy in unique 

“internal time” is what critics have difficulty addressing with respect to Ahmed’s 

Carpets. The Carpets reach forward from what critics imagine as a dead and distant past 

and burst onto the contemporary art scene in a flood of real, living color. The Carpets do 

not abide by what critics would consider to be the logic of art historical time i.e. the false 

idea of linear “progress” in Western art history. Instead, the Carpets take a practice that 

to the Western critic seems foreign and from some beguiling past and places this history 

right in front of them on the gallery wall. Phenomenology allows us to enter into this 

                                                
107 Hainic, 71. 
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realm of “artistic phenomena” which Hainic describes, and access the “interior logic” of 

the work that is often, according to Hainic, overlooked in the course of utilizing other 

methodologies.108 

Phenomenology as a methodology acknowledges the viewer as inherently a part 

of the work’s presence and the physical relationship between the viewer and artwork 

becomes key to forming a spatial understanding of the piece. While non-essential to the 

core life of the work, in order to understand how the work exists in time and space there 

must be an exchange between viewer and object. In his book Phenomenology of the 

Visual Arts (Including the Frame), author Paul Crowther defines phenomenology as it 

applies to the aesthetic, visual art object. He states: “In the visual artwork, features that 

are basic to the reciprocity of subject and object of experience are made to exist in a 

heightened and enduring form…” He goes on to say: “The criterion of ‘heightened and 

enduring’ here is the relation between the visual object’s ontological status as a material 

artifact with virtual properties, and the particular style which the structure is 

embodied…A phenomenological approach takes account of this. It is attentive to the 

concreteness of both the artwork and our experience of it…"109  

In this definition, the “structure” or the outward appearance of the artwork is 

embodied in its physical existence and the physical properties that comprise it: in other 

words, the medium is the sculpture. Crowther states that a phenomenological experience 

of the artwork, therefore, observes this physical material reality and our direct and 

                                                
108 Ibid. 71 
109 Paul Crowther, Phenomenology of the Visual Arts (Even the Frame) (Stanford University Press, 2009). 
8. 
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unmediated visual and physical experience of it.110 While phenomenology as presented 

by Crowther and Hainic and exemplified by Shaw is helpful when understanding any 

work of art, phenomenology as a methodology becomes particularly relevant in the case 

of works like Ahmed’s Carpets due to the aesthetic appearance of the sculptures within 

the series and due to Ahmed’s position as an artist working from an Azerbaijani 

background. Because these two contributing aspects of Ahmed's artistic practice are so 

often highlighted and thrown into central focus in critical writings on this series, the 

question arises then as to what new meaning can be derived if Ahmed’s Carpet series is 

allowed to speak through the sculptures’ unique medium and commanding presence in 

space.  

Using his sculptures as an intermediary, Ahmed asks the viewer to submit to the 

process of looking. To give over to the interaction with the sculptures as Ahmed has 

done in the course of creating these works. The subject/object experience that Crowther 

describes is the primary definition of phenomenology that I am using in my discussion 

of Ahmed’s Carpet series. Namely, how the wool medium of the work and Ahmed’s 

treatment of it impacts the viewer’s visual and spatial relationship to the Carpets. This 

phenomenological methodology allows for the unfolding and unpacking of the Carpets 

as they are physically rather than through imposed iconography (re: "Oriental" or an 

Islamically-bound iconography) that critics place on them. Instead of purely historicizing 

the forms that Ahmed is exploring within his Carpet series, thinking of the forms as 

having a voice that is not separate from their history, but which is a unique part of their 

                                                
110 Crowther, 8-9. 
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existence, one that works on multiple levels of meaning. That is, first creating 

understanding solely based off of the bodily and visual interaction with the sculptures 

without attempting to seek symbolic compensation for this experience. I will consider 

Ahmed’s work through a direct, bodily and visual interaction with the sculptures through 

the medium that makes up the sculptures as well as the physical presence of the artworks 

as they exist in space.  

 Ahmed describes his process of creating the Carpets as “subconscious”: he 

crafts them without predetermination or expectation, largely through a process of pure 

experimentation.111 When creating each sculpture in the Carpet series, Ahmed first 

builds his design on the computer. Pulling from Azerbaijani carpet patterns as a source 

of initial visual stability, he explores how he can manipulate the patterns by dragging, 

stretching, and pulling the design. Then using a mix of cutting, pasting, and hand 

drawing Ahmed produces a paper prototype of the final form that his sculptures will 

take. These prototypes often vary significantly from the computer model, a reality that 

Ahmed both expects and embraces. Finally, using Azerbaijani looms, Ahmed takes these 

models and translates them into wool, allowing for this process of weaving to inject its 

own possibilities into the sculptures. By creating the Carpets using this multi-step 

process, Ahmed expects and embraces natural flux and change in his designs. Ahmed 

expands on the role of experimentation in his work: “My art is an experiment. I want to 

examine the subject matter [of textiles] to see how deep we can go inside something 
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accomplished and holistic…”112 The wool that Ahmed uses is the foundation of these 

experiments, the central axis around the shapes his sculptures take. To understand the 

physicality of the sculptures in the Carpet series, the wool must be first understood.  

By its material definition, wool is a very tactile medium. With its soft texture, it 

practically begs to be touched. Likewise, the process of making of a wool weaving is a 

very physical experience. Ahmed uses a loom to weave all of his sculptures, a technique 

that adds to the immersion of the artist in the wool medium. Unlike casting a sculpture 

out of marble or bronze, wool does not necessarily need an intermediary (besides the 

weaver’s hands) to be formed into a sculpture. The artist directly knots the wool to 

create each passage of the sculpture instead of pouring the medium into a cast or 

applying paintbrush to canvas. Even the process of dyeing the wool thread is a very 

hands-on experience, in which the wool is submersed, often by hand, into different vats 

of color. Because of this innate tactility, wool has a very distinct visual and physical role 

in these sculptures that is tied directly to how the viewer experiences the work 

phenomenologically. The knots that the wool forms, the tension or laxity that can be 

coaxed from it, the shapes it can create, and the patterns those shapes form are all unique 

to the medium. Furthermore, they are distinct to each sculpture in the Carpet series. 

While Ahmed’s strict adherence to the medium of wool does not allow for the creation 

of a separate figure and ground, the different colors of the wool work to create the 

                                                
112 Faig Ahmed, “Faig Ahmed,” Gallery Website, Yarat Gallery Online, (November 22, 2014), 
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illusion of depth and dimension. Ahmed builds color on color in his sculptures, creating 

the illusion of motion, direction, and visual pull.  

While this illusion of depth can be seen in many pieces within the Carpet series, 

Ahmed’s Flood of Yellow Weight (Figure 5) exemplifies the ability of wool to create 

dimension as a flat plane. A single discrete piece, Flood is usually displayed hanging 

vertically from the gallery wall in the manner of a two-dimensional painting including a 

frame. Because Flood is shown in this way, the viewer experiences the sculpture much 

as they would a painting: restricted to approaching the work from one direction rather 

than in the round. This decision makes the viewer see this work from a particular angle 

(eye-level) and a specific distance to take in the whole of the work. The entirety of Flood 

exists on one plane and does not have any actual physical depth outside of the one layer 

of wool weave that makes up the sculpture. Ahmed consciously plays with transforming 

the three-dimensional into the two-dimensional within sculptures such as Flood. The 

sculptures are very obviously three-dimensional objects, yet by the very nature of being 

carpets they exist entirely as one flat surface. However, due to the weave of the wool, the 

sculptures do have a slight pile to them meaning that they do naturally protrude from the 

wall. Ahmed capitalizes on this indeterminate play between two-dimensions and three, 

pushing it to the extreme through the course of his experimentation. This flatness is the 

physical reality of the sculpture but the visual experience created by the wool differs 

immensely from this reality.  

While the lower half of Flood is filled with abstracted patterns and repeating 

geometric details, the top half of the work consists entirely of a solid swath of yellow 
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yarn hat visually dominates the majority of the piece. Viewed from the distance required 

to experience the sculpture as a whole, the form of the wool patterns creates the illusion 

that the yellow wool is instead a sort of viscous paint that drips and covers the work 

below. Glaringly yellow, the top passage of Flood commands the eye, and the brightness 

of the color demands the swath to be taken in as a whole rather than as the series of 

knots that it is. This yellow draws the eye down to the bottom section of the piece where 

it appears to dribble and flow onto the more geometrically structured section of the 

work. The inclusion of the bottom half of the work calls attention to the difference 

between it and the yellow swath, creating a complicated visual illusion that is shaped 

entirely by Ahmed’s manipulation of the wool medium.  

Because of the wool medium, the yellow swath cannot be modeled dimensionally 

making it appear visually unified and all encompassing as if it were paint. However, 

slight variation in the dye draws attention to the medium and the process of dyeing that 

created this particular color. Much as Rothko’s slight variation of color draws attention 

to the fact of paint on canvas, so does Ahmed’s variation of tonality and pattern draw 

attention to the medium and the dye process. Suddenly, each knot can be seen, and each 

manipulation imagined: Flood is unraveled. Flood is shown matted within a frame, 

which enhances its painting-like qualities even more. However, this illusion is again 

broken by the inclusion of threads on the sculpture’s edge, drawing attention to the fact 

that the medium of the sculptures is wool. The illusion of wool transforming into paint 

and vice versa is complete. This creates a complicated phenomenological experience for 
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the viewer, in which their ability to perceive these illusions is essential in the existence 

of the Carpets. 

With its illusion of depth, Flood is indicative of one type of phenomenological 

experience that can be had with Ahmed’s Carpets. Several pieces in the series work with 

this type of visual experience while others play with space in a more physical way by 

appearing to crawl apart or coming off of the wall into the space of the viewer. One 

piece that works in this second way is Ahmed’s 2014 addition to the sculpture series 

titled Liquid (Figure  8). Measuring 550 cm by 200 cm, Liquid comes off of the wall 

onto the floor of the gallery space. While the top half is still constructed and shown as if 

it were a painting, the bottom half consciously breaks this “frame.” The choice to bring 

the sculpture onto the floor requires the viewer to experience Liquid from the parameters 

set out by the sculpture’s physical boundaries. Even though the material and weaving 

technique does not change within Liquid, the particular striations of color in the bottom 

half of the sculpture makes it appear as if the top half is melting down to pool on the 

floor, dripping and sliding into rivers of abstract shapes and color. 

As seen in Liquid, a similar technique of manipulating physical space through the 

medium is used in Ahmed’s Outflow (Figure 22) and Impossible Viscosity (Figure 23). 

In these sculptures, Ahmed similarly manipulates the wool appear as if it is transforming 

from a solid medium into a liquid. Like Liquid, Outflow has one “solid” and one “liquid” 

section of the piece even though it is one seamless wool sculpture. However, unlike 

Liquid, Outflow hangs horizontally on the gallery wall, creating an impossible physics 

experiment in which the “liquid” half of the sculpture remains suspended, pooling like a 
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defiant oil slick. Again delineating difference by the choice of thread color, Outflow asks 

the viewer to notice the contrast between its two sections by breaking the square frame 

on the left of the sculpture in the middle of the work to turn into a more organic shape on 

the right.  

Similar to Outflow, Ahmed’s Impossible Viscosity explores the visual 

possibilities of wool as a medium by making it appear as if it is transforming from a 

solid into a liquid. Hung vertically, Impossible Viscosity preserves the rectangular 

“frame” of the work, so it maintains a painting like quality that is somewhat lost in 

Liquid and Outflow. Unlike Outflow and Liquid, Impossible Viscosity places the “liquid” 

element in the middle of the sculpture. This makes it appear as if the sculpture is being 

pulled outward on both sides by some invisible force or busting out from the middle to 

drive the seams of the carpet apart. This physically breaks the surface of the sculpture 

right in the middle of the piece, showing the wall behind the work and highlighting the 

fact that Impossible Viscosity is in fact a sculpture on a wall. The “liquid” section of 

Impossible Viscosity is a combination of different colored elongated wool striations, 

demarcating a physical difference between this section and the sections above and 

below. These striations also provide contrast between the space of the sculpture and the 

space of the gallery and draw the viewer's attention to the white ovals of the wall. These 

bright white holes both highlight the physical dimensions of the sculpture and accentuate 

the negative space both in and around the work.	
 

Marking an evolution from Ahmed’s earlier experiments, Liquid, Impossible 

Viscosity, and Outflow highlight a particular transformative sensibility within the wool 
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medium that Ahmed teases out. From solid to liquid and back again, these apparent 

chemistry experiments impact the viewer’s visual relationship to the sculpture and the 

medium. Through his manipulations, Ahmed calls attention just how pliable wool thread 

is as a medium and just how expansive are the forms the medium can create through 

simple knots. Pulling apart, dripping, or crawling across the wall, Liquid, Outflow, and 

Impossible Viscosity ruin the square picture plane that Ahmed retains in Flood, 

suspending the viewer’s belief in the physical reality of the medium. However, as in 

Flood, Ahmed chooses to maintain the fringe edge on these sculptures, pointing to the 

fact of the wool as the specific medium of these pieces. This choice also visually 

delineates the space of the sculpture from the space of the viewer, creating a boundary in 

which the sculpture exists separate from the viewer; whole in its illusion, unified in its 

existence.  

Ahmed is also able to manipulate the viewer’s experience of the Carpet 

sculptures through color, as color is what delineates different sections of the sculptures 

and dictates the movement of the eye around the work. Ahmed’s use of color both 

highlights and obscures the wool, as the specific striations and geometries that color 

shapes are impossible to make through any other medium. However, it is these self-same 

colorful geometries that create an illusion of unification, hiding the individual expression 

of each knot of wool. Although the wool is hidden underneath a veil of color and pattern, 

the wool is nonetheless the pure “subject” of the sculptures, the source of Ahmed’s 

artistic expression. “I am in love with textile...” states Ahmed, “because fabrics are 
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objects that humanity is using from the beginnings of times [sic], till nowadays.”113 This 

quote pinpoints how Ahmed is conceptualizing wool as both the building block of his 

sculptures as well as the core subject of his work. However, it also highlights how 

Ahmed sees fabric and textiles as not unique to a specific place or time but as being tied 

to the whole of humanity, understood through a living universal experience.  

This transcendence of time that Ahmed sees as being innate to textiles also 

translates directly into his Carpets, as the subject hidden at the very core of the work is 

time. Much as the loose strokes of Abstract Expressionist paintings capture the artist's 

process moment by moment, each knot of wool in Ahmed’s Carpets marks off a moment 

in time. Every moment of Ahmed’s creation is held in visual suspension. Holding its 

own space and color containing its internal logic, each knot is separate from the whole 

that it makes up. Marking a moment of decisive creation, the knot is a single link that 

Ahmed develops into a unified whole. Based off of the dimension of the individual 

sculptures, each piece within the Carpet series measures out a different length of 

creative time. The way that the viewer experiences this act of creation is by translation 

through the wool, which is a direct intermediary between Ahmed’s artistic practice and 

the viewer’s visual and physical experience. 

By shaping a phenomenological reading of Ahmed’s work, we can not only 

engage with the formal aesthetic qualities of the Carpets but understand the interior logic 

of the work that develops across the series through the sculptures’ specific physicality. 
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Without the wool and its unique material physicality, the individual sculptures in the 

Carpet series would not exist as they do and the viewer would not perceive the works’ 

specific phenomenology as I describe. After this understanding is made it is then that the 

Carpets can be read through symbolism and history to create meaning, as these works 

exist in layers that go beyond just the physical. However, to expand we must first reduce 

the work to its essential core, to the very fibers that make up Ahmed’s sculptures and to 

our vision that shapes the sculptures’ existence. To quote Shaw, it is in this relationship 

that meaning is found. Interior to the work, not outside of it:   

The marks on paper, the elegantly knotted silk ropes, the gleaming bronze- these 
artistic mediums provide vehicles through which experiences might pass from the 
artist to viewer. It is the viewer’s phenomenological experience of Chase 
Riboud’s work that is central to its existence. Without the visceral reaction 
produced by the viewer’s presence in the space of her work, without the viewer’s 
receptiveness to examining the form, there is nothing. No story. No emotion.114 
 
This “visceral reaction”, this appeal to emotion that Shaw describes in relation to 

Chase-Riboud’s work mirrors Ahmed’s sentiments about his Carpet sculptures: “To be 

honest, things I do [to the carpet] are always right and beautiful ones, I do it without 

thinking, it’s my instantaneous expression… I just want to see what people think [about 

my experiments]”115 In this, Ahmed expresses the value of the viewer in relation to his 

work, but he also makes an appeal to beauty. To consider the sculptures through the lens 

of phenomenology, we as the viewer can tap into the innate beauty in the very 

materiality of Ahmed's Carpets: the soft wool, the bright color, their aesthetic evolution 

                                                
114 Gwendolyn Shaw, “Malcolm X Rising: Barbara Chase-Riboud’s Phenomenological Art,” in Barbara 
Chase-Riboud: The Malcolm X Steles (Philadelphia Museum of Art, 2013), 31. 
115 Ahmed, Artist Interview: Faig Ahmed. 
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through space and time: recognizing the forms in his series as holding space for the 

aesthetically beautiful.  
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Figure  22: Faig Ahmed, Outflow, 2012, wool thread, 120 x 250 cm., private collection. 
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Figure  23: Faig Ahmed, Impossible Viscosity, 2012, wool thread, 100 x 250 cm., private 

collection. 
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Conclusion: Newer Horizons 

On gathering material for his artistic process, Ahmed states: “The Eastern culture 

is very rich visually, I cover it all in minimalistic forms, destroying stereotypes of the 

tradition and creating new modern boundaries.”116 This continual process of looking 

forward while glancing back resonates within Ahmed’s Carpet series. With a nod to the 

carpet’s history and present, Ahmed brings his personal visual landscape to the table to 

create works that actively defy simplistic binary categorization. As Ahmed continues to 

show his Carpet series internationally, new discourses will continue to be generated 

around these innovative sculptures, providing an ever-shifting framework of connections 

and meaning in which these sculptures may find a home.  

Ahmed’s Carpet series stands as a marker of a larger vivifying of artistic practice 

within the Middle East and Islamic countries. Artists such as Timo Nassari, Simeen 

Farhat, and Afruz Amighi have all gained recognition for their utilization of forms 

and/or media that originate or are recognized as being from the Middle East or 

historically Muslim countries. This gathering of forms with local significance creates a 

rich, layered artistic practice that, while grounded in history, is thoroughly new and 

innovative. Many of these artists, including Ahmed, have allowed for the strict 

adherence to what could be considered a “traditional” medium to be a moment of intense 

reimagining and innovative play. As mentioned, Nassari relies on aineh-kari to create 

stunning contemporary mirrored sculptures. While both of these artists come from 

different backgrounds and have their own distinct artistic processes, their work is 

                                                
116 Ahmed, 2016. 
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expansive within their chosen boundaries as set by their respective media. Likewise in 

Ahmed’s work, this adherence to an aesthetic choice does not limit the artistic 

imagination, but instead allows for the artist to push the limits of perception and 

expectation. 

What is most powerful about these artists and their work is their development of 

an artistic practice that does not deny historical valence or social significance but allows 

for these aspects of a media to stand side by side with personal vision. This shapes work 

that opens up to a large array of significance that can shift easily from one to another: 

work that can be characterized as almost holographic. Interpretation and criticism must 

catch up with this fluidity, backing away from narrow definitions, limitations, and 

marginalization: to let the work speak fully, without imposition of binaries such as self-

same/other or East and West. Likewise, to allow for the natural aesthetic beauty of these 

art forms and media to be included in the discussions that generate around these works. 

While Ahmed’s Carpet series is simply one example of contemporary art from the 

Middle East and historically Islamic countries that is pushing the boundaries of visual art, 

it nonetheless stands as a marker for this particular moment of change in the twenty-first 

century; reflecting, shifting, and changing.  
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